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II Avalon Hill Philosophy - Part 34 II

by J. E. Pournelle

(with editorial reply by James F Dunnigan)
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COVER STORY
The two newest additions to the Avalon Hill

staff are shown pouring over a soon-to-be released
Avalon Hill title in one of their frequent play test
sessions. Don Greenwood (on the right) comes to
Avalon Hill after five years as publisher of
PANZERFAUST magazine to assume the duties
of Research & Design Director. In addition, he
will apply his expertise in the publishing field to
the editing of the GENERAL.

Randy Reed, on the other hand, has been
promoted from a Question & Answer man to full
time designer on the Avalon Hill staff. Known
high and wide as an excellent gamesman, Mr.
Reed is well versed in what it takes to make a
good game and can be relied upon for blending
just the right amount of those age-old imponder
ables; playability and complexity (alias, realIsm)
in future Avalon Hill releases. Both men come to
A. H. after more than a dozen years in the ranks
of the "hard corps" and should make a creditable
addition to the Avalon Hill team.

(continued page 3)
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Whenever we release a new title a virtual flood
(well, a small trickle anyway) of review copies are
sent out to our staff of leading authorities for
their perusal. Frequently, this results in a con
frontation between the authority and the designer
in question. After all, simulation games are based
on history and despi te the best efforts of his
torians, history is not an exact science. Thus,
differences in viewpoint on a particular subject
are not all that uncommon. Such is the case here
where Dr. J. E, Pournelle blasts James Dunnigan
for his historical commentary on ORIGINS OF
WORLD WAR II. Not being an outfit which
hides its mistakes, if indeed they are mistakes, we
reproduce the Pournelle critique below with
Dunnigan's comments in italics.

George Bernard Shaw was often accused of
writing a play so that he could write a preface to
it. ORIGINS OF WORLD WAR II appears to be
a game designed so that Dunnigan could write
Designer's Notes. It is obviously designed to
promulgate a particular view of history. (Is there
such a thing as "objective" history? The phrase
itself is a contradiction in terms.)

We may fairly start with this statement: as a
game, ORIGINS is quite playable and can be fun
when there are five players and none want to be
subordinate members of a team. (That's the
whole point of ORIGINS) ORIGINS combines
many of the features of RISK and DIPLOMACY
to make a game which is worth playing a few
times; whether it is sufficiently complex to hold
a warga mer's interest for long is another question.
Probably it isn't, (You have no proof of this and
the continued success of DIPLOMACY would
seem to contradict this view,) but then ORIGINS
wasn't designed for the wargamer trade. (But it
was.) Unless I miss my guess, (You have.) Avalon
Hill intends to sell ORIGINS to schools as a
"classroom game." The instructions state that this
is its purpose, and I believe it. (You seem to
believe only what you feel convenient.)

As a classroom game presumably intended to
teach something about the real world, ORIGINS
is a propaganda device. In my judgement it
distorts history. (Show me a piece of history that
doesn't?)

The "Designer's Notes" purport to be an
historical analysis from early Roman times to the
present, but are so short and selective that they
could hardly be anything but propaganda (You
equate conciseness with propaganda.); actually,
the document is an essay in support of the
peculiar rules Dunnigan has built into the game.
(Really?) It is so thoroughly wrong on so many
basic points that it would take an essay far longer
than the "Notes" just to point out its errors...

;~;. \

For example: Dunnigan says of Italy that
"because of its Nazi-like government Germ~lI1Y

did not have to go out of its way to obtain her
Allegiance." Furthermore, he says, Italy had, little
diplomatic "Clout" and thus can be ignored.',

In tact, Mussolini's government in Italy was
conservative, right wing if you like, It made few
fundamental changes in the ruling class structure
of Italy, and to the extent that it did make such
changes, they were to strengthen the middle
classes (that's called classical Liberalism) at the
expense of the old aristocrats. Vilfredo ,Pareto,
not Houston Chamberlain, was the "Morning Star
of Facism." To call this government "Nazi-like"
is to destroy intellectual distinctions and 'render
analysis impossible. By contrast, the National
Socialist Worker's Party (NDSAP or Nazi) of
Germany was revolutionary, not conservative. It
looked to a race and folkish mystique for
inspiration. It sought to destroy the traditional
ruling class of Germany, not for the benefit of
the bourgeoisie but for a brotherhood of dedi
cated party members. Whereas Mussolini strength
ened private ownership, Hitler made owners state.
employees subject to a fine mesh of regulations,
Whereas Mussolini negotiated a Concordat with
the Pope and proudly claimed to have regularized
Italy's relationship with the Vatican after seventy
years, Hitler sought to destroy the Church utterly
and even drafted priests, both Lutheran and
Catholic. Italian opposition prevented German
conquest of Austria for years. (This is the only
effect Italy could have on the game, the rest
is bull, and erroneous bull at that.) We cOl,Jld
go on for pages about the differences betw~en

Italy and the Nazi regime, but it would 'be
pointless. However, it has taken half a page to
deal with one statement by Dunnigan; to analyze
all his errors and demonstrate their false points
would take a book, which I'm not going to write
and Avalon Hill isn't going to publish.

Dunnigan leaves out some significant events in
his "Chronology." He conveniently neglects the
fact that Chamberlain had got some iron in his
spine and mobilized the Fleet prior to' the
Munich Conference. He describes the Roosevelt
telegram with the innocuous -phrase "plea~ for
moderation." In fact, Roosevelt sent telegr:ams
pleading for negotiations and .. no fighting to all
the heads of state of Europe, including the P·ope.
Since there was nothing to negotiate - either
Hitler got part of Czechosloval<la o~ he didn;t 
the message was plain. The United States wasn't
going to get involved even as the "arsenal of
democracy," (This is hindsight, the U.S.A. 's role
was less understood and more portentous at the
time.) • '.

.,f'>'i;'
He leaves out i,he strong Communist support of

the Nazi party. In fact, the Nazis were in large
part financed by the Communists on instruction

Srom Moscow, probably on the theory that the

-"'l
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Nazis would create chaos to the benefit of the
Communists. The reason that the Nazis and
Communists were such bitter enemies is not that
they were poles apart; it is that they were so
much alike. Brown Fascism and Red Fascism,
someone has called them; but it would be better
to speak of Red and Brown Communists. (By
1935 the German Communist Party was no
!onger supporting the Nazis in any way.)

Perhaps most importantly, Dunnigan leaves out
the Oxford Declaration in which British youth
solemn Iy swore that they wou Id never fight for
King and Country. Now it is true that a few
years later these same young men flew the
Hurricanes and Spitfires that destroyed the Luft
waffe; but the Oxford Declaration convinced
Hitler that Britain would never fight, and thus
allowed him the delusion that he could continue
to collect territories all over Europe. (That was
Hitler's error, if indeed he made it, as the Nazi
player you don't halie to make his mistake. Are
you suggesting that Hitler was trying to al/oid a
war?) In the game, Germany must CONTROL
many territories in order to collect points and
"win"; but this requirement is imposed by Dun
nigan, not by history. (Who is history then? Me,
you or a third party?) Germany could have
"won" with far smaller ambitions and objectives
than those actually adopted by Hitler. It is only
because he was sure he could obtain them
without war that he went after them (If Germany
wins with 15 points or less there is no war. Same
thing, right?) and it was U.S. isolationism and
British pacifism that so convinced him. (Con
vinced you, it would appear.)

The German General Staff had different ideas.
They were terrified of war, particularly of war on
two fronts. They knew there was no chance
whatever of winning against Britain, France and
Russia, certainly not if the U.S. was also in
volved. So convinced were they that during the
Czech Crisis German soldiers surrounded the
Chancellory with orders to arrest Hitler. Then
came the Roosevelt telegram. The iron drained
from Chamberlain's spine. And when it was
finished, the Generals who had opposed Hitler
found that there was not war after all, and an
objective of German (Perhaps you mean Prus
sian?) statecraft since the time of Frederick the
Great, namely the incorporation of German
Sudeten land - remember the self-determination
principle we fought WW lover? - had been
accomplished.

Earlier, the Generals were so afraid of war that
the Wehrmacht marched into the Rhineland with
out ammunition. A handful of cartridges fired by
the occupation forces might have thrown Hitler
from power and certainly would have reduced his
abilities in the diplomatic field. (There were no
occupation forces.) This too, is conveniently left
out of Dunnigan's analysis. (No, it was not. Look
at the Game. The other players can resist German
occupation.)

His bibliography is a bit short. It is interesting
to note that although Dunnigan takes pains to
point out that Churchill's history is biased, he
makes no comment about the source on which he
so obviously relied for nearly everything he has
said in his essay: Shirer's RISE AND FALL OF

THE THIRD REICH, which as history is laugh
able. (No, AIP. Taylor was the "main" source if
one could be named.)

For readers who want to see a bit more about
what happened in Germany prior to the war, I
recommend Eugene Davidson, THE TRAI L OF
THE GERMANS and DEATH AND LIFE OF
GERMANY. Neither are very pretty books, nor
are they very easy reading; but they do tell a
more complete story about what really went on.
(According to the version you wish people to
believe.)

While we are on the subject of omissions, I
note that Dunnigan's chronology gives nothing
atiout the Nazi-Communist, or German-Russian
"non-aggression" pact other than the bare fact
t:·."t it was signed on August 23, 1939. Yet this
de,,! ,.e·ween the Nazis and Communists was the
key event leading to war; without it Hitler dared
not attack Poland. Also, though Dunnigan fails to
note it in his chronology, Stalin got quite a lot
more of Poland than Germany; got the Baltic
States as well; and gave Hitler rather a lot of
military and diplomatic help. Presumably that
isn't worth recording. (It's all in the game. Look
at the National Objectives and rules.)

We could continue at great length, but to no
purpose. (Agreed.) It has been my intent to show
that the Dunnigan essay, presumably designed as
part of a history lesson for a classroom game, is
rather selective and gives only a partial "under
standing" of the real world, if it does that much.

Unfortunately, the assumptions of the essay
are built into the game. The country objectives
are colored by Dunnigan's view of what national
policy was - in some cases - or ought to have
been in others. The real world and the "ought
to" world are so thoroughly mixed that you can't
separate them.

Thus, while ORIGINS is amusing as a game 
quite playable, really, and if you like RISK or
DIPLOMACY, then you'll like ORIGINS - as a
history lesson, it is counter-productive. Or so I
say; and I must apologize for, in this short space,
over-simplifying quite as much as did Dunnigan.
My excuse is that I don't have a booklet length
to work with, nor am I being paid to do
this ... (Those who can, do. Those who can't
criticize. Do a better game than ORIGINS, or
better yet, redesign it to fit your own Weltan
schuung. The game was designed with that possi
bility in mind.)

As if that wasn't enough excitement, we now
allow Mr. Dunnigan his chance for a more
complete rebuttal. Let it not be said that Avalon
Hill plays down controversy.

In general, the Pournelle critique is full of.
I ignored those parts of it which did not concern
the game. In some of these areas he falls flat on
his face. To be more specific:
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Why is Mussolini's corporation system less

revolutionary than Hitler's set up? Both practiced
a form of socialism which, while differing in
certain details which could be attributed to
national characteristics, hdd essentially the same
effect. Krupp made enormous profits during the
war, as did many Italian firms. He doesn't go into
detail, which is just as well as both of our
arguments would only confuse all but the most
erudite historians.

Item: Sudetenland was NOT a "World prob
lem" until 1919. Before that it was in German
Austria.

Item: POLll'l1elle suggests that Hitler did not
want war, yet Ciano's diary indicates that Mussolini
got blasted for engineering Munich.

Item: The Winter War was after Sept. 1, 1939/

The list is longer, but 1 can't see any point in
plugging away at a sitting duck. I suggest you
pass up any further "criticism" of my work by
Dr. Pournelle, I don't care to debate with
someone who can't even get basic facts and dates
correct.

Well readers, with all that digested, we're sure
you can begin to appreciate the immense amount
of research which must go into each new his
torical simulation. Even when the very best
historians are consulted there can be differences
of opinion - a fact illustrated very well by the
heated exchange above.

COVER STORY - continued from page 2

The game, by the way, is OUTDOOR SUR
VIVAL and is being jointly released by Avalon
Hill and Stackpole Books; leaders in the field of
outdoor publications. The game, truly our finest
physical quality product ever, pits 2-4 players
against each other and the wilderness as they try
to traverse a realistic rna pboard representing
13,200 sq. miles of wilderness terrain. Admittedly
not designed for the wargame nut, OUTDOOR
SURVIVAL may nonetheless catch your fancy
with one of it's five action-packed situations. The
pursuit scenario in particular was designed with
wargamers in mind and recreates the possibility
of escape from German POW camps into Switzer
land. OUTDOOR SURVIVAL is also probably
the best game in our 11l1e for solitaire play.

Look for OUTDOOR SURVIVAL anytime
after September 1st in leading hobby and book'
stores. Don't order directly from us - we prefer
you get it from our retailers and save the postage
charge. However, if you find that Avalon Hill
games are still unavailable in your area we'll be
glad to send you a copy for the usual extra $1.00
postage and handling charge. OUTDOOR SUR
VIVAL retails for $10.00.
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MOVEMENT OF UNITS:

justice and a detachment from the actual condi
tions that confronted the real commanders . .. of
which you are now supposed to be "in command"
of

I'm sure that for the Stalingrad players, the
listed variants shall do just that ... by putting
you "in command" of the units, prior to the
raising of the curtains on this historical stage and
dramatic play-action that is now about to begin.

1. Swamp/Tundra additional hexes are
columns A: No. 34, 36-39, 42-43; B: No. 32-40,
43, 44; C: No. 29, 32-34, 37, 40-42; D: No.
27-28,33,35-36,40-41; E: No. 26-27, 29, 31-34,
40,42; F: No. 26,28,30,32-34,36,41; G: No.
25, 29, 31; H: No. 26-27, 29-30, 35; I: No.
37-38; J: No. 29-30.

2. Railroads - additional hexes are A-40,
B-40, C: 40-42, D: 42-43, E-43; and from
Vologda L-40 to L-48, M: 48-49, N:
49-51 ... off the Eastern edge of the board.

3. Moscow Highway - indicate a major "High
way" from Moscow to Minsk, parallel to the
railroad.

4. Kirov - add this Minor City to be located
at N-49.

5. Minor Cities - all units on Minor Cities,
such as Kaunas, Lwow, etc., have their Defense
Factors doubled. (The same as per Major Cities.)

Note: All rules not specifically mentioned shall
remain the same as in the Avalon Hill game.

MAP CHANGES:

I. Armored and Panzer Grenadier units only
shall receive a "Perfect Weather" bonus of one
additional Movement Factor. This MF is reduced
to the normal 3-MF during "Mud & Snow"
months.

2. Swamp and Mountain hexes - "Perfect
Weather" movement for all units is Half the
normal Movement Factors (above "bonus" units
can move 3-MF). "Mud & Snow" movement in
Mountains for all units is I-MF. "Mud" move
ment in Swamps for all units is l-MF. "Snow"
movement in Swamps for all units is Half the
normal Movemen t Factors.

3. Railroad Swamp and Mountain hexes are
treated as "Clear" terrain for movement purposes
only, and such hexes are only restricted by the
Stack Limit rules.

4. Moscow Highway - the following "Road
Bonus" shall apply only during "Perfect Weather"
months and as: Infantry - 2 MF; Cavalry - 4
MF; Armored & Panzer Grenadier - 6 MF. Use
the "Special Terrain Movement" rules that applies
to Railroad "bonus" movemen t. In order to
utilize the road bonus, one must inform his
opponent that he has ordered his units to use the
Highway and not the parallel Railroad. To be
more precise, units ordered to move along the
Railroad/Highway hex-line connection, between
Moscow and Minsk, can only use one of the
"Bonus" movements, and the transportation
method to be used must be clearly ordered.
Otherwise, it shall be assumed that the units to
be moved will be using neither one and therefore
their movement shall be by their own normal
movement rate.

5. Railroads - "Use and Conversion of":
(a) Axis units in Russia must first pass over the

railroad hexes in normal land movement before
the railT0ad bonus can be used in the following

Perhaps to some it may appear to favor one
side over the other, but in any wargame, a
recreated "play-balance" would only be an in-

euvers in "mud & snow" weather affected
terrain; especially if it were anywhere near the
restrictive degree of the "Russian" winter weather
of 1941 and 1942, and with the type of
equipment and vehicles available then.

The use of Sub-Unit counters is basically for
the increased tactical-level of operational free
dom, yet avoids the tremendous number of
divisional units involved, and to try and represent
a more realistic means of determining the effect
of Combat Unit Losses, in the adopted CRT, for
a Month Turn of the time. This same degree of
tactical freedom is also applicable to the areas
restricted by certain Stacking Limits and Move
ment restrictions.

The initial placement of the Russian Reserve
units is basically to reveal the lack of defensive
preparedness that the High Russian Military Com
manders had to obey and be restricted by Stalin's
directives. In line with this state of unpreparedness,
the Germans are allowed an extra turn of
"Perfect Weather" for reflecting the initial speed,
surprise, and degree of "blitz" style of efficiency,
that the Germans had inflicted upon the Russian
border defenders.

With the designated Fortress Cities, one can
capture the military and political value of these
cities, that the Russians were determined to
defend.

In line with the powerful cast of opposing
ground units, one should also involve the offen
sive and tactically coordinated value of the Air
Units. Presented here are comparable "Attack"
A ir Unit factors and also the possible "neutraliz
ing" effect of the initial Luftwaffe air strike at
the unprepared Russian air bases.

The single "What if . .. 1" situation is only one
of the many potential "what ifs" factors that
would have affected the campaign if a different
result, order, movement, etc., had occurred. To
include them all would only a verload the playa
bility level of the game and thus reduce to some
degree the enjoyment of the game.

The Replacement Rates and Starting Points,
for both sides, is truly more reflective of the
campaign schedule of committed and involved
forces.

~'I \. ~ ~~" ..,.

The reduced Zones of Control is quite obvious
for anyone who has had to attempt unit man-

Double
Stalingrad

by Robert Garbisch

There have been many articles, and even
"new" games, based upon the German-Russian
conflict, during World War II, that started with
the opening powerful overture of Operation
"Barbarossa, " and had passed the frozen ebb-tide
at the gates of Moscow, only to reach a dramatic
Dante's inferno turning point at Stalingrad: the
graveyard of the German 6th Army. The variant
rules that are presented here represent an attempt
at a more realistic ''stage setting" of this his
torical chapter in this contested conflict of World
War II. I'm sure that the research and design staff
of Avalon Hill did their best in producing
Stalingrad for the level of play-operation they
were seeking to market. There is no doubt that
the game Stalingrad has many fine features and it
is within this operational play-structure that the
presented variants are proVided for the realistic
player's challenge and interest.

The additional "Swamp" hexes, while not as
dense nor in depth as the Pripet Swamp area, was
in fact numerous small swamp areas, small lakes,
criss-crossing streams, in sho':t, a very unfavorable
Tundra area that would limit any military unit,
especially of a Corp level, from operating as
effectively or efficiently as if it were located on a
"clear" terrain area.

The extra railroad lines do reveal two more
strategical inner Russian lines, yet avoids revealing
all of the minor railroad lines, that would only
encumber the game and at the same time, these
minor railroad lines could not have really handled
effectively the level of operation permitted by the
present Railroad Bonus rules.

The Moscow Highway was not really a "high
way" by European standards, but it was defi
nitely an excellent roadway by Russian standards.
Thereby, the reasons for its limited "bonus" use.
In referring to "bonus" movement rules, it should
be obvious to any student of the German-Russian
Campaign that the railroad gauges were different
between the two fighting opponents, and there
fore the purpose of the "Railroad - Use &
Can version of:" rules. The hard-pressed Railway
sappers, of both sides, had to repair blown-up
bridges and convert the S~viet board gauge to the
German standard gauge, and vice-versa, before
these vital lines could be of use.

-'- -
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Axis Tum. However, it is not necessary to pass
directly over them, as a unit's zone of control is
considered sufficient. This becomes invalid if the
zones of control are disputed by enemy units.

(b) Russian units must also pass over the
railroad hexes in the same manner, if those hexes
were last occupied by Axis forces, before the
railroad bonus can be' used.

(c) Conversely, Russian units are subject to the
same restrictions as the Axis forces when the
Russians are in any country outside of Russia,

(d) During "Snow" months, the railroad bonus
shall be reduced to 7 hexes per turn.

ZONES OF CONTROL:

(a) Applies to Fortress
Cities, at all times, and
to all units only during
"Mud & Snow" months,

(b) A unit's effective
Zone of Control is re
duced in Half, as in
dicated by the shaded
area.

(c) Effect: Enemy units can now enter from
(example) hex sides "A, B, or C," pass through
without having to attack or they can stop there
without having to attack. If stopping, the Enemy
Stack Limit must be half of the Terrain hex
normal Stack Limit, providing no attack is
ordered, The opposing unit (unit "U") does not
have to reduce his Stack Limit and is not
required to attack the now adjacent Enemy unit.

ISOLATION:

I. The Time Ra te and Effect of consecutive
Turns of Isolation is now dependent upon:

(a) Any Terrain hex - 2 Turns before Isola
tion elimination.

(b) Minor City - 3 Turns, after the 2nd turn
Defense factors are no longer doubled.

(c) Major City - 4 Turns, after the 2nd turn
Defense factors are no longer doubled,

(d) Fortress City - 9 Turns, after the 6th turn
Defense factors are no longer doubled,

SUB-UNIT COUNTERS:

I. Sub-Unit Counters represent, as near and
accurately as per the Avalon Hill Corp units, the
"Sub-Corps" (units) which usually consisted of
two main divisions with attached minor divisions
and/or brigades. The two "main" divisions shall
be reflected in the sub-unit's ID number. Refer
ence is by the usual Military Corp organization of
three to four divisions per Corp.

2, Tactical Use - the listed sub-unit numbers
shall represent the initial Corp breakdown. Once
a Corp unit has been broken down, then it can
be reformed and broken down again as often as
CRT ordered and tactically ordered to, as fol
lows:

(a) Only sub-units with the same Nationality
can combine into/breakdown from a Corp unit.

(b) Only sub-units with the same Movement
Rate can combine into/breakdown from a Corp
unit; regardless of its Unit type, ie. Armored and
Cavalry sub-units can form an Armored Corp unit.

(c) In an attack, a defending unit listed as a
Corp unit must be attacked as such, and not as
two separate sub-units. Likewise, if shown as
sub-units, then separate attacks can be made.

The sub-units reflect, as near and accurately as
per the Avalon Hill "Stalingrad" Corp units, the
"sub-corps," which respectively consist of two
main Divisions, with perhaps some minor Divi
sions and/or attached Brigades, of a similar type
Unit Organization. By the two main Divisions
references were made to the usual Military
practice of structuring a Corp unit organization
to consist of two strong, or principal, Divisions
plus up to as many as three to four total
Divisions per Corp.

Therefore, since I wanted to maintain only a
two sub-unit breakdown, and not a burdensome
and time-consuming Divisional OB, I selected the
two main divisions to identify the two sub-units
by a numerical ID, as per each applicable Avalon
Hill Corp unit. As for the remaining historical
"unlisted" Corps, that Avalon Hill includes in
their OOB Unit Counters, I used a strength
comparable random identification system of
assigning actual Divisions to fill in the sub-units
"ID gaps."

In all, everything does fairly well balance out
during the course of the game. What with the
higher German Replacement rate representing the
20% "uncommitted," yet available, Reserve units.
With the Russians, one may wonder as to where
are the numerous small Infantry and Armour
Brigades? In effect, due to the prevailing Russian
tactics at that time, they are well represented in
the increased Defensive Factors and in the
"Bonus" Replacement rate.

Basically, a Corp can be used and listed as
being a two-unit organization, but naturally,
when the corp-sized unit is in play the two
substitute counters can not be. Each sub-unit is
basically equal to only Y, of the Corp unit.

FORTRESS CITIES:

I. The major cities of Leningrad, Moscow, and
Sevastopal shall receive an additional defense
"bonus" of 4-Defense Factors, or less if the basic
defending unit's defense factors are less (then the
"bonus" shall only be equal to the basic defense
factors), and are rated as being a permanent
Fortress City for use by both sides. They are
never destroyed.

2. Units in a Fortress have their basic Defense
factors doubled and only half Zones of Control.

3. Units in a Fortress do not have to retreat
when a "retreat" is called for in the CRT.

4. Any enemy attack must engage all defend
ing units. Soak-offs are permitted.

5. If units in a Fortress decide to attack out
then it can select anyone or more adjacent hexes
to attack, and with anyone or all of his units
from the Fortress. It does not have to engage all
of the adjacent enemy units. However, if the
"breakout" attack results in a CRT of "Retreat,"
then the attacking Fortress units are auto
matically eliminated.

6. A Fortress is considered to be "under siege"
when completely surrounded by enemy units, or
enemy Zones of Control as per Isolation rules.
Sevastopol can be supplied via the Black Sea.
However, if hexes PP-22, PP-23 (Sea of Azov
access) and Nororossik, Batum, Nikolayev, and
Odessa are in Axis control, then this supply link
is considered "cut-off." In order to restore, the
Russians must regain complete control of two of
the hexes and then the supply line can operate
again after three Russian controlled turns.

7. A Fortress "under siege" no longer qualifies
as a Replacement City, nor do they receive any
replacement credit, until all such adjacent enemy
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units have been removed.

8. Warsaw and Stalingrad shall receive the
following applicable Fortress Cities' benefits of
rules number 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

PREPARE FOR PLAY:

I. Both sides are allowed to place their avail
able units adjacent to the Axis-Soviet border in
the "initial" June 1941 turn.

2. Only German Infantry units, a maximum of
8 factors, may be placed in Finland during the
same "initial" set-up turn.

3. Russian Reserve - the following units must
be located as indicated, in the "initial" turn only:
Leningrad - one 6-9-6; Riga - one 5-7-4, one
4-6-8; Minsk - one 7-10-4; Kiev - one 7-10-4;
Odessa - one 5-7-4, one 4-6-6. Remaining units
placed anywhere east of the Axis-Soviet border.

INITIAL ATTACK:

I. To reflect the differences of the German
well-prepared attacks and the restrictive border
orders, issued by Stalin, affecting the Russian
Defenders, the normal Turn of JUI\e, 1941, shall
require two turns to complete the Month, under
the following restrictions:

(a) Axis - only German units can be used for
any attacks during the first turn.

(b) Defending Russian Units, on the border
only, that are not attacked during the first turn,
are required to remain in place (as per Stalin's
orders). If any German units advance to an
adjacent hex, the border Russian units are not
required to counter-attack during their first turn.
Regular River Defense rules apply to the attack
ing units.

(c) The Russian Reserve units, and any other
Russian units not placed on the border, are
"free" to move. Counter-attacks are required for
any adjacent German units that have advanced/
moved across the border. This also applies to any
Russian border units tha t were involved in a
German attack during the first turn (initial
"half") of June 1941.

AIR POWER:

I. Starting in the first turn of June 1941, the
Germans shall receive 12-Air "attack" Factors, to
be used in Ground Support missions and/or for
the "initial" Air Base Strikes.

2. The Russians shall receive their available Air
Factors, depending upon the result of the Ger
man Air Base Strikes, in their second turn of
June 1941.

3. The maximum number of supporting Air
"attack" Factors that can be used per Battle, per
Turn, are as follows: Germans '41 - ~ factors,
'42 - 1 factors; Russians '41 - .1 factors, '42 
.Q. factors. Air Factors cannot be used in battles
of less than 1-2 odds.

4. The total attack factors of the supported
ground units must at least be equal to the
number of air factors committed to that battle. If
not, then only an equal number of air factors to
ground unit attack factors can be used for that
particular ba ttle.

5. Air Factors can only be used in conjunction
with ground units, in attack, and they cannot
absorb CRT attacker losses.

6. They are non-accumulative, and may only
be used during the "Perfect Weather" months.'

7. Available Air Factors, per each turn of the
listed months, are:
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Germans Time Record Russians AXIS REPLACEMENTS: RUSSIAN REPLACEMENTS:

GERMAN AIRBORNE CAPABILITY:

GERMAN UNITS IN FINLAND:

I. The listed table ref1ects the "aftermath" of
Crete and provides the possibility of a German
Airborne Operation in Russia:

.lv-IVll ~ ~ ~ v

Air Factors: 3 0 I 2 I 3 I 3 6
6 2 3 3 6 6 9
9 3 6 6 9 9 12

12 3 6 9 9 9 12

STACK LIMITS:

1. Swamp and Mountain hexes are restricted
to any combination of Units of any type in a
stack totaling no more than 3-Sub-Units. Two
sub-units equal one Corp unit for stacking pur
poses.

BATTLE RESULTS:

1941, August - 11 Defense Factors at Stalingrad
and .2 Defense Factors at Moscow are available.
Russian Replacements are received starting in
September, 1,941, and are classified as being
"Regular" and "Bonus" replacements. Both types
of Replacement Factors can be accumulated

1. "Regular" Replacemen ts are the standard
4-6-8 ratio of Defense Factors allotted for Mos
cow, Leningrad, and Stalingrad. They can arrive
only from their own eligible respective city.

2. "Bonus" Replacements are received in addi
tion to the "Regular" replacements and are
computed in the following manner: One Defense
Factor is received for each Russian controlled
Major City, and one defense factor for each of
these Minor Cities - Archangel (B-45), Maikop
(QQ-27), Astrakhan (LL-39), Batum (VV-27), and
GroZllY (RR-34). Therefore, theoretical tally is 15
Major Cities, plus 5 Minor Cities ... making an
available total of 20 "Bonus" Defense Factors in
September, 1941 and for each, Russian turn
thereafter until the game ends. On arrival, the
"Bonus" replacements must be divided up among
the five different Points of Starting.

3. POINTS OF STARTING: Kuibishev (W-46),
Astrakhan (LL-39), Grozny (RR-34), Kirov
(N-49), and Archangel (B-45). "Bonus" Replace
ments should be divided up as equally as possible,
or at the most, with no more than half the
eligible accumulated factors from one city alone,
per Turn.

4. To avoid any confusion, a separate list of
"Regular" and "Bonus" Defense Factors accrued
should be maintained by the Russian Com
mander.

5. At the beginning of the Russian turn, all
cities that are isolated, in enemy zones of
control, or were last occupied by Axis units, do
not qualify for replacement factors.

6. If the Murmansk Railroad line, at A-40, or
Archangel (B-45) is controlled by an Axis unit,
then 5 "Bonus" Factors are automatically de
ducted for two consecutive turns and separately
for each of the Axis controlled hex. If both
hexes are controlled by Axis units simultaneously
for two consecutive turns, then 10 "Bonus"
Factors are deducted automatically, per turn, for
the duration of the "Snow" months only; and 6
"Bonus" Factors are deducted during the "Mud
& Perfect Weather" months, for the balance of
the game or un til the Russians can regain com
plete control of the Axis occupied hex. Reduce
the deducted "Bonus" factors by half for each
regained Russian controlled hex.

I. Use the Tournament CRT version from
either Avalon Hill's Blitzkrieg or Guadalcanal
game.

2. "Factors Eliminated" shall represent the
number of Sub-Units to be eliminated and not
the actual combat factors to be eliminated. The
actual deducted loss in Combat Factors must be
the equivalent of the lowest sub-units at it's Basic
Combat factors. Example: Russian 3rd Inf Corp,

6 pz/Pz Gr; 6 Inf
4 pz/Pz Gr; 4 Inf
3 pz/Pz Gr; .4 Inf
2 pz/Pz Gr; 4 Inf
2 pz/Pz Gr; 4 Inf

4 Inf
2 Pz/Pz Gr; 4 Inf
3 pz/Pz Gr; 5 Inf
4pz/Pz Gr; 4 Inf
2 pz/Pz Gr; 4 Inf

4Inf
2 pz/Pz Gr; 4 Inf

REPLACEMENT RATE:

194 I, October - 3 factors; 1942, June .- 6
factors.

7. All Axis Replacement Factors can be ac
cumulated, but they must arrive only from their
own respective designated Point(s) of Starting.

8. Replacement units can be obtained from
either the regular Corp or sub-unit counters.

REPLACEMENT RATE:

J941, July - 3 Infantry factors
1942, June - 4 Infantry factors

4. HUNGARIAN Points of Starting: Railroad
hex JJ-7.

AT START:
only 4 Infantry factors are available. No other
Axis units are allowed into Hungary during
June 1941, unless invaded by Russian units.

(I) Only if "Perfect Weather." If "Snow," then
it is zero. This ref1ects the lack of proper winter
clothing and equipment lubricants, so very es
sential for any unit to function properly under
the very harsh winter conditions in Russia.

(2) If any German units are attacked during the
"Snow" months of Nov. & Dec. '41, then CRT
losses shall incur one extra sub-unit per each
battle.

(3) If "Snow," reduce factors by half.

3. FINNISH Points of Starting: Helsinki (1-26);
Railroad hexes A-33 and A-35.

REPLACEMENT RATE:

1941, August - 14 factors
1942, March - 2 factors; May - 6; June - I;
Sept. - I factor.

6. ITALIAN Points of Starting: Sofia (TT-3).

AT START:

total of 3 factors are available. They can start
from either Sofia and/or Warsaw.

REPLACEMENT RATE:

1942, May - 4 Infantry factors; 1942, June - 6
Infan try factors.

5. RUMANIAN Points of Starting: Bucharest
(QQ-9)

AT START:

total of 10 factors are available. Of these, 4 Inf
factors can start from Warsaw.

REPLACEMENT RATE:
- per each month.

1941, July
August
September
October
(I) (2) November
(2) Dec. to Feb.
(3) 1942, March
April
May-July
Aug.-Nov.
Dec.-Feb.
1942, March - end

1. All Points of Starting are to be considered
as Supply Points for the Axis forces.

2. GERMAN Points of Starting: Konigsberg
(U-15); Warsaw (Z-13); or Railroad hex EE-IO.

2
6

12
9
6
9
9

12
15

2
542 3

June - July '41
Aug. - Sept. '41 
Oct. - Nov. '41 
Mar. - Apr. '42 
May - Aug. '42 
Sept. - Nov. '42 
Mar. - May '43 -

zero zero 1

12 
9
6
6
9
6 
6-

AB Factors
Die-roll

GERMAN AIR BASE STRIKES:

I. During the first turn, of June 1941 only,
the Germans can effectively reduce the number
of available Russian Air Factors for the year of
I 941, by assigning German Luftwaffe Air
"attack" Factors for air strike missions on the
Russian air bases. The resul ts, from the listed
table, shall be the maximum limit of available air
factors for the Russians during the "Perfect
Weather" months of 1941.

Committed Luftwaffe Air "attack" Factors (air
strike missions) at Russian air bases:

2. Tactical Use of the German Airborne Unit,
"Meindel":

(a) Can only be air-dropped once during the
"Perfect Weather" months of 1941.

(b) Must be air-dropped within 5-hexes of a
friendly unit and not within any enemy zones of
control, even "half" zones of control, nor is an
air-drop allowed on a Mountain or Swamp hex.

(c) Can be air-dropped, moved, and join in
battle in the same turn. The AB unit has no
zones of control, outside of it's immediate oc
cupying hex, only during the air-drop turn.

(d) If the 2-Cornbat Factor unit is received, it
must function as a 2-factor unit, and it cannot
be broken down into two I-factor sub-units. It
does provide the necessary disruption and reduc
tion of a "double" river defense position on
Russian units, in one hex, and an effective
"blocking" of Russian units in "retreat" from
Axis attacks.

(e) If not air-dropped during 1941, the avail
able AB unit can arrive in Warsaw anytime during
1942 as a ground unit, in addition to the normal
German Replacement factors.

(f) The possibility of a German Airborne capa
bility shall be reported to the Russians. However,
the Combat Factor rating shall not be reported
until the actual appearance.

1. Besides the initial 8-lnf factors that may be
placed in Finland in the June 1941 set-up, the
Germans shall be allowed to land additional units
at Helsinki, if in Axis control, as per the listed
month/turn only: from the German Replacement
Factors only; Sept. '41 - -±- lnf factors; Nov '41
- -±- Inf factors (if "Snow," then only 2-lnf
factors); May '42 - 1 pz/Pz Gr or .:t:. Inf factors.
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. in.a City, is attacked at 3-1 odds, die-roll is 5.

Russian is a 3-5 sub-unit, Axis loss must be equal
to the basic 5-Defense factors, in any combina
tion of sub-units.

3. "Advance or Retreat" shall apply and only
Infantry units shall be restricted to maximum
movement of 2-MF following any CRT results.
. 4. CRT results - the lowest sub-units shall be

. eliminated first.

All circular units are sub-units.

Corps Designation Number
Sub-unit }
attack factor.-t'~+--""'.

.........~~
defense factor \

/' movement factor
Parent Corps Combat Factor.

General
Diplo01acy

SPRING 1935: Season of Decisions

by Edi Birsan

In postal play, the Origins game turn has been
divided into two 'seasons': Spring and Fall. The
Spring season is the time of placement of
political factors while the Fall season is used for
the execution of attacks and the placement of
understanding and control counters. The Game
turns themselves, have been re-Iabeled game years
starting with 1935 as the first turn and ending
with 1940 as the last. Thus, Spring 1935 is the
very first turn of political factor placement on
the board. Since all postal play of Origins is done
with simultaneous placement, the Spring 1935
moves must be carefully set up by players
involved in all versions of the game. The prob
lems faced by the players in the Historic Game
and possible solutions shed light on techniques of
negotiation and play that might be helpful in all
other variants of the game.

The US player with his two political factors
must decide where he would have the most effect
on the board with his small amount. It is most
foolish to try to place the PF's in a major power
with the hope of breaking an Understanding
because the 2 pf s have no power when compared
to the 5pfs needed for an understanding. There
fore, the alternatives are limited to either saving
the factors at home or trying to stop a control
counter from being placed in one of the five
places that the US must keep free: Austria, Baltic
, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Rhineland. Of these,
the Baltic and Poland are in the dual position of
being worth 4 and 5 points to the American
player respectively and are each worth a total of
7 points if Germany and Russia share control
over them. The fact that the controlling powers
may split seven points is an indication of the
attraction the two areas wi II have for those
powers who would work against the US interests.
The two Western Powers or Understanding
powers also have an interest in these areas and
should be used by the American player to bolster
his own efforts to block the control. In the
Baltic, the Understanding powers are not called
upon to receive any points for pfs sent to that
region and therefore the pressure on them to
commit themselves there is considerably less than
say in Poland where the Western powers would
split five game points for mutual understandings.
The US must then consider that any attempt to
hold the Baltic open will only receive small if any
support from the Understanding powers. For this
reason many US players have decided to go into.
Poland from the beginning of the game and give
up any hope of holding the Baltic against the
more powerful Russians and Germans. The
American strategy is then to concentrate on
Poland and attempt through Diplomatic moves to
gain support from the French and the British as
soon as possible, as well as trying to get the
Russians and the Germans to waste their PF's in
areas that do not hurt the Americans such as
Italy or Rumania.
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Comments to: Robert Garbisd:, Box 391, Sta. A, Richmond, Calif. 94808.
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by Roy Easton

Situation 101

a. All "ferocious" infantry units when attack
ing using the CAT attack, increase their odds by
one column in addition to the other advantages
gained' by the CAT attack.

[n May 1945, the Eastern Front began to
crumble and the foreign units of the Waffen-SS
attempted to surrender to the Western Allies
rather than to the Russians, who would probably
execute them out-of-hand as "traitors." At this
critical time, General Berzins, commander of the
15th SS (Latvian) Division and assorted other
units, refused the possibility of surrendering his
men and their families to the Russians and boldly
marched his command across what was left of
Germany to surrender to the British.

As they neared the British lines, the Latvians
learned that an armored column of the Russian
26th Guards Tank Brigade was attempting to cut
them off. With great presence of mind, Berzins
marshalled his armored units and fought a bril
liant delaying action enabling the infantry and
their families to surrender to the British 6th
Guards Tank Brigade.

The survivors of this'march spent most of the
next 12-18 months in DP camps and many of
them later emigrated to the United States where
they settled in the midwest, many in [ndianapolis
and Chicago. The existence of large Latvian
communities in these cities is due, in a large part,
to Berzins' work.

-0-
Mapboard:~

LLLJ
1) The six indicated German units, the two

forts, and the 4 blocks are first set up on the No.
2 board. Movement is then in the following
order: 1st-German, 2nd-Russian, 3rd-British. For
a two player game, the British and German forces
are com manded by a single player.

2) The Germans enter from the East edge of
board No.3; the Russians enter from the North
edge of board No.2; and the British enter from
the West edge of board No. I.

3) German units within 3 squares of a British
unit are considered to have surrendered. All
surrendered units must be escorted off the West
edge of board No. I by British units and must
remain within 3 squares of these escorts at
the end of each turn (escorts move at the same
time as the surrendered units).

4) Russians may not fire at any surrendered
German unit and no surrendered German unit
may fire at all. Russians and British may not fire
at each other nor may Russian units pass through
any squares occupied by British units.

5) German infantry and civilian units may be
transported by British vehicles.

6) During this battle, the German (Latvian)
soldiers are fighting for their families, friends and
loved ones (represented by the civilian counters).
Consequently, they are considered Ie> be "fero
cious." The following rules are used to show this
"ferocity. "

placement into groups of 4 has been tried in the
postal game with little success as it does not
allow a player to take over any area. Since the
Spring 1935 power of all the players is the
lowest, and seeing that there are no previous pI's
on the board, the Germans have the greatest hope
of taking over regions without opposition. Hence
the ideal breakdown for the Germans has been a
grouping of pf's: 7-5 or 5-5·2. The use of the 7
in a group is to allow for opposition of at least 2
pf's and the possible attack and exchange that
would still leave the Germans with 5 pf's: enough
to take control over the target. The Germans can
decide to try for both Austrian and Rhineland
points with the knowledge that they will most
likely encounter trouble in one of them (prob
ably Austria). OR, they can try for the Rhineland
and one eastern area that might be unprotected
on the first turn: Czechoslovakia, Rumania, &
Baltic. In the Baltic or Rumania, agreement with
the Russians can bring shared controls. In Czech
oslovakia there will most likely be no resistance,
allowing for a quick coup that pulls the ground
out from any foundation of Russian and Western
alliance by taking away the one area of common
interest between the Russians and the other
powers. To clear the way for the march into
Rhineland, the Germans may be able to use a
threat against the French to the effect that if the
French go into the Rhineland in the Spring of
1935, tlie Germans will oppose the French in the
Alsace during 1936. Such threats are the only
real type of agreement that the French and the
Germans can have with each other, as for classical
negotiations the Germans are much better off
with the Russians. At times one may wonder why
it took the Russians until 1939 to sign the
non-agression pact, if you use the game as your
historical basis.

AS AN AID TO OUR READERS who have been
experiencing difficulties in organizing ORIGINS
PBM games on their own, the following is an
incomplete list of games with openings that have
been brought to our attention. Most, if not all, of
these games are organized along the lines of
Dippy-'zines:

BLOOD AND IRON, Lewis Pulsipher, 312A
Twin Towers, Albion, mich., 49224. Game
fees: $1.00 (includes magazine which normally
costs 8/$1.00) plus $1.00 deposit to be re
funded if player finishes game. Fee for second
and additional games is 50 cents.

ANSCHLUSS, Joseph Antosiak, 3637 Arden
Ave., Brookfield, III., 60513. Game fee: $3.00;
includes subscription to magazine (alone worth
$1.00/12 issues).

ARENA, Birsan, 48-20 39th St., Long Island
City, New York, 11104. Game fee: $3.00.
Magazine subscriptions are $1.00/seven issues,
or 17 cents.

BOAST, Herb Barents, 157 State St., Zeeland,
Mich., 49464. Subscription to magazine re
quired; $1.75/13 issues and game deposit of
$1.00.

FREEDONIA, John Boardman, 234 E. 19th
St., Brooklyn, NY., 11226. Game fee: $3.00
(i ncludes magazine which normally costs
$1.00/8 issues). Also, there are still openings in
a second "H istorical" varient game. Further
noted: any paid-up player in either of two
"H istorical" games may enter, at no extra cost,
a game of "Anti-Bolshevik Crusade" varient.

For the French, they are cursed with 1 less pf
than is needed for them to take immediate
control over the Alsace or to place an annoying
Understanding counter in Germany. Their four
PF's can try to stop the Germans in the Rhine
land but a determined German attempt with all
or two thirds of its PF's will sweep the French
aside. The French can then choose the following:
go into the Rhineland with the hope of delaying
the Germans and sucking in more pf's than may
be needed to take over the region or go into
Eastern Europe (usually Austria) with the idea of
stopping the Germans in conjunction with the
British and the small American forces that can be
drawn upon. In postal play, the French have
chosen to go into Austria or Eastern Europe 7
out of 10 times on the first turn. To so so, the
French should gear their diplomatic moves to an
alliance with England and the cooperation of the
Soviets in Czechoslovakia and the Americans in
Poland.

Because the Germans have the greatest amount
of pf's they have several options for the first
turn. With 12 political factors they can muster
enough force to place two control counters on
the first turn and then still have 2 pI's left over
for various things. The placing of all the pf's in
one region such as the Rhineland or the Austrian
area is not often used by German players in the
postal circu it as they then risk either a massive
over-kill of the region or a general waste if the
French and British have combined to muster 7 pf
in the target state. The breaking down of the first

For the British, the first turn is most uneasy.
As the second most powerful country on the
board it can afford to waste its first turn pf's in
areas that wi II slow down or stop the Germans/
Russians for a while since the English have only a
total of 5 game points that can be disrupted by
the Controlling powers placing control counters
over Poland and Czechoslovakia. Therefore the
British player has traditionally gone to either
secure an Understanding in Germany on the first
turn (in order to prevent German expansion in
the second turn of the game (1936) or it has
gone into the Rhineland and Austria with enough
force to make the Germans risk at least one 1-1
bettie if they hope to take control over both
areas in the first turn. Diplomatically, the British
generally try to become the king pin of the
Western-US alliance against Germany and try to
pull the Russians into Czedioslovakia by agreeing
to keep out of the Baltic and Rumania. There is
really no hope of any long term agreement
between England and the Germans except for
small agreements in regard to fighting each other
in areas such as Italy, Russia and France.

The Russians have to go for either the Baltic,
Rumania or Poland on the first turn or else they
will find that the US and the Western powers will
be scattering blocking pf's about the board.
Usually, the Russians make an agreement by
which they share control with the Germans over
some, if not all, of the regions involved. BUT,
due to the German tendency to concentrate in
the West, the Russians have to carry the ball in
the East alone for one turn: Spring 1935. Thus
the Russians are generally seen jumping into the
Baltic states with all their pf's. If the American
opposed the Russians in the Baltic, the Reds
would launch a 3-1 attack on the Americans with
a 50% chance of eliminating the Americans and
taking over the Baltic states for themselves.

I
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Note: For these victory conditions, German
trucks and wagons do not count as "units."

by Norman

Beveridge

(3) Follow the following procedure.

(a) The German announces his intentIOn of
going after the bombers first, and indicates which
aircraft will do so.

(b) The U. S. may attack those German air
craft. He may ignore all E ratings in making the
attack, no matter what the U.S. or the German
planes are. * Roll the attack as if it were a normal
fighter combat with equal E ratings. Extract the
losses from the German fighters before they may
attack the bombers.

(c) If the German fighters attack after drop
ping their tanks, then the U.S. aircraft must also
drop tanks if they wish to attack the Gennans as
described in case (b) above.

(d) The Germans may then attack the bombers
freely with anything they have left. Of course, if
any bombers get shot down, then the bombers
may return fire.

(e) The only exception to rule (b) is German
jets and rocket aircraft. These aircraft may freely
ignore any escort aircraft and attack the bombers
at will. [f a combined group of German jets and
other aircraft attack the bombers, the escort may
attack only the non-jet aircraft.

These same rules may apply to U.S. aircraft
making strafillg runs on German airbases.

The reasoning behind these rules should baffle
no one. First, we already know that the Germans
could and in fact did ignore the escorting aircraft.
Second, the escorts would have no trouble setting
up for the kill since the German aircraft would
have to make fairly limited passes on the bomb
ers to shoot them down. The E ratings apply to
dogfighting characteristics., which hardly apply to
a driving pass or a head-on run on a big bomber.
Third, with the tanks on, a plane is a good bit
slower and less maneuverable than with them off.
This may seem to contradict my previous idea
about the E ratings. But the key to the German
attack on bombers was speed - not only to get
past the escorts, but also to set up on the
bombers. Remember, the bombers had very good
defensive weapons. Fourth, the jets could set up
and get out so quickly that no U.S. fighter could
touch them. [ understand that more of the jets
crashed during the war for mechanical failures
and pilot errors than got shot down. Fifth, the
only real chance the U.S. escorts would have on
the German attackers, perhaps fortunately, would
occur before the Germans made their run, i.e.
while they tried to set up. Therefore the Germans
take casualties before they attack, and take none
after, despite the fact that they would have to fly
through the escort to get away again.

I have used this method in several games
recently, and it works quite well and makes for
some very interesting air battles. The German can
protect a critical industry if he must, but of
course the price is high. If he need not, he can go
back to his old strategy of eating up the U.S.
fighters, which leaves the U.S. player on the short
end again. This brings me to my next rule
change:

Using the critical industry rule, divide the
industries up into two categories according to
how many targets exist and how easily the U.S.
player can get to them. I do it as follows:

Having played Luftwaffe enough times to
know just about what happens in most cases, I
find one aspect of the game quite distressing.

ote that I speak here of the Advanced and
Tournament versions, possibly including the ran
dom optional critical industry rule. The problem:
The Germans must attack escorting U.S. fighters
before going after the bombers. I have noticed
several articles in the General criticizing this rule
as unrealistic, and I hereby want to criticize it as
forcing the German player into a decisive
strategy.

What do I mean by a decisive strategy? I
mean that in the Tournament version this rule
forces the German into a winning strategy. He
can ignore the bombers altogether, since he is
forced to attack the escorts before going after the
bombers. The rule prevents the German from
stopping most raids near the R line, and gives
him only a small chance of stopping the bombers
short of Berlin. But since many targets lie far
beyond Berlin, the German can let those targets
near the R line go, and chew up the fighters.
After a few very successful raids the U. S. player
has no more fighters to speak of, and thus has no
chance to hit targets beyond Berlin. The German
wins because he is forced to do so. The same can
happen in the Advanced game, except it usually
takes an extra raid to kill off all the replacements
for the U.S. fighters (the Germans get more
planes to defend with, but the U.S. player gets
about twice as many replacements). Now, a
slightly different thing happens if the critical
industry rule applies against the Germans. If the
German draws an industry with a large number of
targets, like rails or oil, then the original case
applies, and almost invariably the German wins.
But if he draws one with only a few targets, such
as chemicals or steel, then the German has no
hope. Chemicals targets disappear early, with
little loss to the U.S. player. Since the German
must take on the escort first, the U.S. player can
get through to all the chemical and most of the
steel targets in the first four or five quarters. The
German may as well be defenseless. This means
that without a critical industry, you may as well
give the game up to the German, but with it, the
game is virtually decided before the game begins.
Of course lover-emphasize the imbalance a bit,
but most veteran players remember the horrible
imbalance of Midway. Further, the trend today is
towards play balance, and obviously something is
missing here. Perhaps some wily players have
cunning strategies that disprove my point, but if
so, neither I nor the General have heard from
you.

What I suggest involves suspending that un
realistic and decisive rule and adding a few
others:

(I) Ignore the rule forcing the German player
to attack escort fighters before he attacks the
bombers.

(2) The German may choose to attack either
the escorts or the bombers or both. If he chooses
to attack the fighters, play goes on as usual. If he
decides to attack both, he must of course attack
the fighters first and clear them away before he
goes after the bombers, as in the regular rules.
But if the German decides to go after the
bombers and ignore the escort, then

The Germ.an Dilem.m.a

x8x2x4

Russian:

Units Available:

Victory conditions:

German-decisive: Surrender 45 units to the British
tactical: Surrender 30 units to
the British
marginal: Surrender 20 units to
the British

b. Enemy infantry attacking "ferocious" in
fantry with a CAT attack have their odds
decreased by one column and lose the benefit of
subtracting 2 from the die roll.

c. Enemy overrun attacks agaillst "ferocious"
infantry units or stacks containing "ferocious"
units are rolled at normal odds and the attackers
do not subtract 2 from the die roll.

d. Under these rules, only infantry-type units
may be considered to be "ferocious," i.e., in
fantry, security, engineer, marine, ranger, com
mando, recon, etc. Armored units are not con
sidered to be "ferocious."

e. Two of the German 75mm units must be
placed in the two forts.

Russian-decisive: Destroy 18 German military units
and 12 civilian units
tactical: Destroy 14 German
military units and 8 civilian units

marginal: Destroy I0 German
military units and 4 civilian units
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I know this may meet with much criticism, but
believe these changes are both realistic, and

necessary.

*The escorfing fighters remain in the square with
the bombers.

Some players may think that once the U.S.
player knows he is about to eliminate a critical
industry (desperate attacks on bombers in ignor
ance of the escort usually gives it away) the U.S.
player may forget about escorting the bombers,
since they will get shot up anyway, and that he
should use his fighters to hunt down the enemy's
own squadrons. That situation would of course
be unrealistic, but I have found that the U.S.
player often profits more from committing his
fighters to escort duty at such a time, since only
escorting fighters get in a shot at the attackers.
This especially holds in the advanced game, with
overrun attacks by fighter units. Also, the escorts
can get in two licks on the Germans; one during
the pass at the bombers, and another when the
U.S. planes get their own move. As per the rule
that I did not change, once the bomber group
gets into a battle with the German fighters, the
escorts may break away. So this rules change can
have a great effect on German casualties.

Gp. means group, in which L means large and S
means small. When the German draws his critical
industry, follow this procedure: First, he draws
from all eight types. [f the first draw is a large
industry, then he draws no more. If he draws oil
as his large industry, then follow the rule limiting

. the number of German aircraft in the air, which
is the first play balance rule listed. If, however,
the German draws a small industry for his first
draw, he must choose again. The second draw
comes only from the small industries. In effect,
the German either gets one large critical industry,
or two small ones. Now, when the U.S. player
eliminates one of the small industries, the Luft
waffe is grounded for one full quarter. The
German may delay any reinforcements and defer
any replacements he wishes, but all other units
must appear somewhere on the board. [n the
next quarter, all aircraft may fly as usual. When
the second small industry is eliminated, or when
the large industry is eliminated, the Luftwaffe is
grounded permanently as in the regular rules.

If you still find the game balanced in favor of
the Germans, then do not allow him to look into
the U.S. stacks until he attacks them. All the
German gets to know is whether there are
fighters or bombers or both in the stack. After he
attacks them, he may freely inspect them at any
time.

I have found that the rule allowing the German
to go after the bombers gives the U.S. player a
psychological lift! Without it, the German accu
mulates replacements at a ridiculous rate, often
coming to 45 or more by the end of the fifth
quarter. But when the German has to go after the
bombers first, the U.S. player puts a few dents in
that replacement pool, and things do not look so
bad.

by Henry C. Robinette

1

tioned to prevent encirclement and should be
close enough to red uce the Germa n strength to
be used against them without leaving them in an
untenable position after a retreat.

Another fundamental of defense is the use of
an all-around defense and defense in depth. This
uses primary positions, alternate positions, and
supplemental positions. (More about this in a
little while.)

Flexibility, maintaining aggresive posture,
coordinating defensive resources, and time avail
able are the remaining fundamentals of the
defense. Flexibility is the ability to capitalize on
German errors and to react to the changing
situation by changing positions, using reserves, or
counter-attacking. You must continue to think
aggresively and be prepared to assume the offen
sive as soon as possible. Generally you should
attack whenever it could result in the destruction
of German units or the retention of critical
terrain without compromising your position in
the event of an adverse CRT result. Time avail
able should be considered with setting up your
defense line; you should not select a position to
fortify which could be over-run before it could
be completed.

Without a doubt the game will be won or lost
in the western half of the map board for most
General field marshalls place units along the
southern and northern edges of the board to
prevent your reinforcements from attacking deep
in his rear against his supply lines. (Now this may
seem to be an advantage for your opponent but,
as we shall see, it could well prove to be a
liability for him.) The question, then, is-where to
build the defense line?

The Ourthe is out. Why? The left flank of the
Ourthe is control1ed by Z-16 which,
unfortunately, can be surrounded with the result
that units defending north of there are cut off
from the road for at least a turn. The combina
tion of river and forest squares at U-24, U-25,
T-24 and T-25 separates this flank from the
center and prevents rapid reinforcement of either
front by the other should such prove necessary.
Yet, regardless of how bad the left flank is, the
center is much worse due to the bend in the
Ourthe. Units defending in the bend can be cut
off by the fall of LaRoche, Hutton, or any of the
road squares between them. (And just think what
a three square advance after the fall of Hotton
could do to units defending south of Marche!)
But the right flank is scarely better. After the
hills west of Bostogne are lost, Neufchateau is the
last position before the Semois River and Sedan;
however to its right there is nothing but clear
terrain. In other words, the flank dangles in thin
air - there is no anchor!

The faults of the Ourthe as an ultima te defense
line, in summary, are several. It is too long to be
adequately defended. But worst of all, it is a
defense based on exterior lines of communication
which can be attacked from interior lines of
communication since the terrain features split it
into three fronts, AA - U-24, U-25 - V-37, and
V37 - V, which precludes mutual support by
defending units.

Defense Beyond the O.urthe

Although much has been written about the
Battle oJ the Bulge during the last four years in
the General, most of it has been about the
German strategy and comparatively little has been
said about the American defensive strategy. Most
of those articles which did deal with the defense
intimated that Bastogne should be held at aU
costs and that the fall of the Ourthe was a major
catastrophe second only to the fall of the Meuse.
Hogwash! You can surrender both without neces
sarily losing. Heresy?

Except in Stalingrad and perhaps Guadalcanal
and Gettysburg the defensive side is the most
difficult side to play. Executing a successful

. defense is certainly one way to separate the
professional warmonger from the amateur. Why?
Too many defenders try to conduct their game
like an under-strength 0 ffense or they make
fanatic stands in untenable positions which they
think should not be lost. Both these approaches
lose sight of the purposes and fundamentals of
the defense.

We should remember that defense is a basic
form of combat in which all means and methods
available are used to prevent, resist, or destroy an
enemy attack. Its purposes are: (I) to develop
more favorable conditions for offensive action,
(2) economy of force, (3) to destroy or trap a
hostile force, (4) to reduce the enemy's capability
for offensive action, (5) to deny an enemy entry
into an area.

The basic types of defense are area and mobile.
The area defense has the mission to retain
specific terrain. Its highly mobile and critical
forces are in the front lines. The mobile defense,
however, has the task of defending an area rather
than specific terrain. Its highly mobile and critical
forces are held in reserve. Most Avalon Hill games
cannot be played wholly as one type of defense
or the other; a balance must be attained. The
generaIismo must know when to substitute one
type for the other.

Generally speaking the area defense should be
used only for those specific places whose loss
would mean the loss of the game. In all other
cases the mo bile defense should be used.

Now let us quickly examine the fundamentals
of the defense. The estimate of the situation
entrails the defender's mission, his opponent's
capabilities, the terrain, and his troops available.

Layout your Bulge mapboard and examine the
western half of it, Your mission, of course, is to
defend the Meuse. Your opponent has the option
of three routes to attack - North, Center, or
South. The troops which you can be reasonable
certain of having are the reinforcements from 17
P.M. to 28 A.M.

The only uses of the terrain applicable to the
game are: obstacles, critical terrain, and avenues
of approach. The Ourthe and Semois Rivers and
the hills west of Bastogne are the last natural
obstacles before the Meuse. The critical terrain
features are the river crossings, the road squares
between LaRoche and Hotton, Sedan, Rochefort,
Marche, Hotton, and LaRoche. The avenues of
approach are the gaps between the forests.

Security and mutual support with other
defending units are fundamentals of the defense
which cannot be ignored. Units must be posi-

20
17
4
6
9
5
8
7

TargetsIndustry
Rail Center
Oil Refineries
Steel
Chemicals
Shipping
Ball Bearings
Transportation
Armaments

L
L
L
L
S
S
S
S

G£.
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Gettysburg
changed only by eliminating units.

The victory conditions should be: Union 
Eliminate at least 30 Confederate points and have
at least 15 points more than the Confederates at
the end of the game. Confederate - Prevent
achievement of the Union's victory conditions.

Practicality of the conditions

What happens to the play of the game under
these conditions? Which side is favored? Let's
compare the opponents when using this system:

Chart 1

Confederate. Union

32
70

2.187
90

2.750
80

2.500

Union

22
52

2.364
70

3.182
67

3.045

CHART TWO:
TOTAL COMBAT STRENGTH

Confederate.",. -

..i

10

7°1~
60

:\
30

Total Pieces*
Total Combat Factors
Average Combat Factor*
Total Movement Factors*
Average Movement Factor*
Total Point Value
Average Point Value*

*Excluding HQs

As Chart I shows the South is stronger and
faster per unit while the North is well ahead in
the totals. Although the Confederates have an
advantage in better, stronger units, this advantage
is offset by the fact that they can be crippled by
losing only a few pieces.

Reinforcements are the heart of the game:
Ninety percent of the units come on after the
first turn. Chart 2 shows how each side gets on
the board. Chart 2 indicates that the South is
superior in combat strength only for six turns
during the entire game. What it does not show is
that until 6 PM, July I, they have an advantage
in that all important artillery.

Under the original victory conditions, a smaller
somewhat faster and better concentrated army
must entirely eliminate a superior force which is
stronger nine-tenths of the game. If the Union
player is not a complete dud, the South has two
chances - very slim and very, very slim.

Now let's compare the armies under my con
ditions. A superior army must cripple an inferior
one with minimum loss: The strengths of the
armies correspond to what they must accomplish.
I. have play-tested this system thoroughly. It
changes a completely one-sided situation to one
that is almost perfectly balanced.

With this system the greatest battle in Ameri
can history can be played the way it deserves to
be played, with justice to the strategic and
tactical problems faced by the senior field com
manders on both sides, and with an equivalent
challenge to their modern day counterparts who
meet on the field at Gettysburg.

by Mark Wielga

3
3
3
I

3-2
2-2
2-4
1-4

5
4
3
I

Effective

4-2
3-2
2-4
1-4

"Those who do not learn from history
are condemned to relive it" . .. over,

and over, and over, and.

Points are determined by the number of units on
the board at the end of the game. Consequently
the total point value of either side can be

Gettysburg is one of the oldest and most
played games in the Avalon Hill line. However,
despite its many good points the game possesses a
major flaw. This flaw has been given considerable
attention for some time. The victory conditions,
which dictate how the players will play the game,
are historically inaccurate and are impractical for
the game. They can and should be changed to
improve realism and produce a good, even game.

Historical Accuracy

The major question is who should be the
attacker in the game. To find out, it is necessary
to examine what each side was trying to do. Let
us look at the strategic situation in June 1863.
Lee invaded the North for several reasons: (I) to
bring the war into the North, (2) to obtain
'supplies, (3) to encourage foreign powers to assist
the South, and certainly (4) to encourage' the
anti-war movement in the North. The army of
Northern Virginia was on the strategic offensive,
however, this does not necessarily mean it also
had to be on the tactical offensive. Longstreet
suggested that the Southern Army should go on
the defensive if it met the Northern Army. He
thought that with Lee's army threatening Phila·
delphia, Baltimore, and Washington it would have
to be driven out of the North. Lee was accom
plishing most of his ends merely by being in the
North, simply avoiding defeat there would bring
great advantages. While tactical victory was highly
desired and to be sought at appropriate risk, it
was not necessary for the Southern Army to
pursue it through unacceptable hazards. The job
for Meade's army in this campaign was to
frustrate Lee's plan by preven ting him from
accomplishing his mission. This could only be
done by driving Lee out of the North. In the
process, Washington had to be protected at all
costs. Since Lee would not return to the South
unless he was seriously hurt, the army of the
Potomac had to assume the offense (unless Lee
was foolish enough to shatter his strength by
assaulting their position). Meade's army could
afford some losses so long as it could preclude
Lee from claiming a victory; it had a margin of
error that Lee did not possess. Therefore, if the
victory conditions are to be historically accurate,
Meade must be required to hurt Lee badly
enough to force his retreat without being hurt
much more seriously himself.

This balance of factors can be satisfied by an
appropriate point system. Points are assigned to
each unit in direct proportion to its influence on
the tactical situation. Unit values are:

Confederate Union
Units Points Units Points

Upon first sight it may seem that the south is
vulnerable since it is isolated from the bulk of
your forces. But a German advance is not likely
in this sector since to do so would place the
German main force away from your main forces.
Also it is dependent upon a single supply route
which can be cut by your 22 A.M. and 28 A.M.
reinforcements. (It is unlikely that the German
will have enough units to seal off the entire south
edge to Mezieres.) In addition, Sedan is a strong
road-block which can be expected to hold out
until help arrives.

The chief advantage, however, lies in the
nature of the line itself. Units defending next to
fortresses cannot be surrounded for there is no
way to block their retreat. Even if units are
surrounded in a cluster of fortresses, they can
still retreat through adjacent fortresses. Not to be
overlooked is the potential for shielding the main
fortress line from direct attack by building
fortifications next to it; in this manner additional
delay can be forced upon the German - delay he
cannot afford.

The object of the defense is to develop a
position based on interior lines of communication
which would at the same time compel the
German to attack on exterior lines of communi
cation so that his spearheads would be separated
from each other and unable to provide effective
mutual support.

The advantages of this defense are substantial.
It can only be outflanked with costly battles for
the Germans. It can only be penetrated by
infantry which can be easily defeated by your
armored reserve. Several fortresses are built on
road squares and each must be reduced in turn.
Any break-throughs are likely to be on a narrow
front and can be contained or cut off by your
reserve. The German is forced to attack on
exterior lines communication while your reserve
can operate on interior lines of communication
and can shift rapidly from one threatened sector
to the other. It is a defense in depth which is not
easily breached.

Here is 'the fortress line which will provide a
shield behind which your armored units can
build-up for counterattacks or an offense. For
tresses should be built on V-15, W-20, V-20,
V-19, V-18, V-17, U-21, T-22, R-27, Q-29, Q-28,
P-30, 0-34, 0-35, I-52, and I-51. Fortifications
should be built on N-36, M-42, S-20, and 0-28.
Supplemental fortresses can be built on Q-30,

P-33, and Rochefort. Supplemental fortifications
can be built at 0-49, S-22, N-27, M-29, and in
other positions between the fortress line and the
Meuse.

Henry C. Robinette
212 Lakeview Drive
Chatsworth, Georgia

The key to successful application of this
defense is manpower. Even the most elaborate
line will crumble if the defender lacks the units
to man it. Therefore the game must be played
with saving troop strength in mind. Terrain is
expendable to a certain degree but units are not.

Using this defense may not always result in
victory, but the result will almost always be
close.
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Br~ak.out Blitzkrieg
by Gregory T. Robleski
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One or'the most disgusting games is Blitzkrieg.
Translated, Blitzkrieg means "lightning war";
however, after the first few turns the game
neither resembles lightning war nor is played with
lightning speed. There is nothing one can do
about. the latter. SLlbstitute counters are much
better tlran a casualty Reduction Pad. However,
we can try to remedy the first problem. Let me
cite an example.

it is the' fourth turn of the game. Blue has
overrun and captured three minor countries. In
the process a good portion of the Red Army has
been destroyed. Blue victory is almost assured.
Realizing his dilemma the red player has fallen

'back to a suitable defense position. There, he
n~luctantly awaits the Blue attack.

Blue, with victory in sight, starts his armor and
infantry units towards the Red lines. Ignoring
enemy local air superiority, Blue sends masses of
units (all squares stacked to the twelve factor
limit) hgainst a puny force. Against twelve enemy
infantry and seven armored divisions, Blue can
muster twenty-four infantry and ten armored
cii~lsions. All is lost for Red.

Then suddenly from out of the sky, Red SAC
and medium bombers with open bombsights
attack. In two turns, because of strategic and
nuclear attacks, the Blue army has suffered a
defeat that it will never recover from. Now Blue
brings up fighters and also builds a defensive line.
Instead of a World War II action, the game
disintegrates into trench warfare with air units
supplying the only offensive action.

The problem is not that this can happen, but
that it usually does happen. No longer can tanks
break through and rampage down a highway
overrunning and isolating enemy units. In fact, in
Blitzkrieg, armor has no hole to exploit When a
breakthrough is made the advance units are either
cut off or the hole is.quickly plugged. In either
case, the player must sit and attack without the
possibility of breaking a line by any means save
attrition. Thus armor, the main ingredient of any
Blitzkrieg, has little or no role in com bat and is
bled away in frontal attacks. Something must be
done. Easy to say, harder to do.

After careful study, I believe that I have found
a solution. By proper use of one of the most
integral units of a blitzkrieg one can break the
line. I speak of artillery. I have made some
changes in the rules of Blitzkrieg which increases
the importance of this vital combat army. Once
again the tanks may roll and lead the Blitzkrieg.

BREAKTHROUGH BLITZKRIEG

L Artillery

1.1 All artillery units may fire at units two
squares away. These artillery may not be adjacent
to enemy units nor isolated.

1.2 At maximum range artillery units attack
factor is halved.

1.3 Artillery may fire only twice in a turn.

1.4 Full strength artillery units have their attack
factor increased by two when either attacking or
defending against adjacent armored units. This
bonus is lost when artillery is firing at maximum
range.

1.5 Units that have been fired upon by artillery
at maximum range do not have to retreat They
may if they wish to.

1.6 Artillery may not fire over intervening city,
woods or mountain hexes.

2. Overrun

2.1 Only armored units totaling more than three
combat factors may overrun enemy units.

2.2 To overrun, the exit hex may not contain
enemy units. (it may be, however, in enemy
zones of control)

2.3 It costs two movement factors extra to
overrun infantry, one movement factor to over
run artillery; there is no extra cost for over
running armored units.

2.4 There may not be more than six enemy
combat factors in the square to be overrun.

2.5 In an overrun attack the rules are reversed.
Thus, the unit that has been overrun must attack
the armored unit.

2.6 Armor may not overrun units in woods,
riyers, mountains or cities. The square of exit
may not be woods, rivers, or mountains.

Discussion

These rules allow artillery to soften up enemy
defenses before armored overruns. This also
forces defense in depth. The chance of armor
exploiting a hole is now created. The order of
attack is artillery, bombardment, overrun, and
then normaL It is wise to follow up an overrun
attack with a normal attack on the enemy unit.
Otherwise, the armored unit may be cut off and
isolated.

3. Routine of Play

3.1 Blue fires any non-adjacent artillery at Red
units two squares away.

3.2 Resolve Blue bombardment attacks.

3.3 Perform armored overrun of Red units.

3.4 Move all other units (including aircraft)

3.5 Red may now fire all non-adjacent artillery.

3.6 Artillery units that did not fire in step one
and are not adjacent to enemy units may fire.
Resolve attacks.

3.7 Resolve overrun attacks.

3.8 Resolve normal attacks.

3.9 Resolve air combat and attacks.

3. 10 Red repeats steps one to eight.
3.11 Check off one turn on Time Record Sheet.

4. Replacements

4.1 Every tenth turn (ten, twenty, thirty, etc.)
each player is allowed twelve aircraft factors.

4.2 This is the only time that aircraft may be
replaced.

Discussion

This rule eliminates the massive air attacks
during which important factors are lost. These

factors can be regained the very next turn. By
allowing replacements for air units every tenth
turn, the burden of proper employment of the air
arm is placed on a player. No longer may he
attack, regardless of losses. He must choose his
targets carefully.

Some tips on strategy

Breakthroughs can now be accomplished. At all
costs, do not mass units on single squares
during an advance. They will be destroyed. I have
found that the best way is to stack four to six
factors in a hex. This forces an attack ranging
from two to four rows deep. Your crack infantry
should be in the first row, the second should
contain scattered artillery units with infantry in
the other squares. Finally, the armor should be in
the rear row.

In defense the same set-up applies. The best
offensive tactics are to engage the first row of
defenders with your infantry while your artillery
bombards the reserves. You should hold back
your armor until the infantry reaches the third
row. Then execute overrun attacks. The enemy
line will crumble before your eyes.

This attack can be beaten back. When using
SAC and nuclear attacks always engage enemy
infantry. If enough are destroyed, the enemy will
probably not attack, considering that he can
ill-afford armored losses. Also have your artillery
constantly bombard the attackers. This will result
in lower odds on the attrition table.

In conclusion, the proper employment of
armor, infantry and artillery units can and will
offset air superiority.



Nick S. Jewett
23 Shore Dr.
Waterford, Conn. 06385

Tom Voytovich
15177 Hill Drive
Novelty, Ohio 44072
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the larger and more complex games. He must
look on while the players move their units and
tell them when they pass through their opponent's
zones of control. It is a good idea if the
"Middleman" has the grid coordinates of the
respective pieces written down so he does not
have to constantly refer back to the other player's

board.
For Play·by-Mail, the length of this system

precludes it's lise. An idea that might work,
though, is to have all three people playing the
same game and each act as the middleman for
one of the three cases. The steps to follow using
this pro'posal are:

I) A player moves his units and writes his
move down showing all squares passed through
and in what order the units were moved.

2) The middleman then checks a list of the
griel coordinates to see whether or not any
contact has been made. He then writes the player
and tells him the results.

3) The player then writes his opponent and
gives him the final positions of his units and the
combat in the normal way.

4) The second player then repeats steps 1

through 3.
The purpose for this method of playing is to

teach the players to watch lheir Oanks and to
scout with light forces to locate the main body
or the enemy. This method also permits the
amassing of strong forces in secret, so the
element of surprise which is also lost to board
games may be had.

Air reconnaissance for the various games may
be computed. BUl as the availability of such
information is scarce, I suggest just ignoring it
unless you feel it is ,lll absolute necessity.

James C. Foster
Box 7057
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

Dear Sir,
I write this letter in regard to a subject that is

widely neglected - the complicity of your games.
One phrase sums it up completely - they're too
hard!

Although I've always considered myself to have
at least some intelligence, I was completely
barned when I opened the !ld of your game,
WATERLOO. I must say that I've never seen
such a conglomeration of numbers and little
cardboard pieces in my lire! To this day I can't
figure out just what one is supposed to use the
dice for!

If anyone understands your games, I would
appreciate a tetter of instruction.

Pat Carroll
433 N School 51.
Lodi, CA 95240

6. Place an "X" next to any feature of the
GENE RAL which you wish discontinued.

( ) Contests
( ) Discount Coupon
( ) Question Box
( I Opponents Wanted Listings
( ) General Diplomacy

7. In the field of wargaming periodicals
would rate the GENERAL __ .

8. Answer in 25 words or less. The one thing I
would do to improve the GENERAL is: _

(Headline of this issue's "Best Article")

State Zip _

City _

Name _

Street Address --,-

Dear Sirs:
The true situation of any battle cannot be

duplicated exactly by any board game as both
players know the exact location of their oppo
nent's pieces. Games such as BISMARK and
MIDWAY come close to duplicating the uncer·
tainty of the enemy's pieces. My proposal to give
this uncertainty to the regular board games needs
three people and two games. An area that screens
the two opponents from each other is also

needed.
The game is played in the usual way, with rhe

only difference being that the two players use
different boards and they operate through the
third person. The job this persoll has is easy with
the simpler games, bur can be quite trying with

Dear Sir,
I have recently subscribed to your Bi-Monthly

paper "The General." 1 have received (most
promptly) the Jan-Feb & Mar-Apr '72 editions
and am eagerly awaiting the May-hill issue. In thc
Mar-Apr copy you printed an article by one of
your "Old Guard" who I guess has gone astray.

I too claim to be one of the "Old Guard,"
havlllg purchased almost everyone of your games
to come on the market. The only war games not
in my possession now are your most current ones
"Origins" & "France 40" which I plan to
purchase in the near future.

Now, down to the nitty·gritty. I completely
disagree with every written word in this article by
Mr. Devender. I believe he asks for too much
from your paper. Basically your paper is to help
improve on game play, which I think everyone
can benefit from. Maybe he is a brain and doesn't
need this. Good for him. I suggest he move on to
other worlds to conquer. He also states you lise
"The General" for a house organ for selling your
products. So what. Personally I think you should
keep your readers informed of new games. In the
Mar·Apr edition you use the lower left comer to
advertise "France 40." I guess in Mr. Devender's
mind this is not right and propaganda in the
extreme.

Enough sounding off all my part, but I believe
Avalon Hill Company has a good and unique
thing going, and when I see a minority opinion or
this sort it upsets me.

One last word. If you check your subscription
department in a few weeks, you will see I have
requested a copy of every available issue of "The
General." As I hope you can see, I am a firm
believer in "The General" and AH products as a
whole.
Sgt. Gerald C. Nelson (DPMMR)
FR556-68-2835
1141st USAF Sp Aety Sq (Hq Comd. USAF)
APO New York 09131

Contest N 0<150
In this, our golden anniversary issue, we are

turning the publication of the GENERAL over to
I you. Contest No. 50 is not a question of strategic
I or tactical placements. Rather, it is our answer to

those who feel that the GENERAL is ignoring
I the dictates of its subscribers. The GENERAL's

new editor has expressed a desire to mold the
I magazine's format in accordance with the reader's
I wishes. So here's your chance to determine the

GENE RAL's publishing policy in the year ahead!
I To complete the contest entry simply fill in
I the survey as instructed. The ten entries who

make the most constructive suggestions for
I improving the GENERAL will be determined the
I winners. The verdict of our panel of judges is

final. Contest deadline is August 20th, 1972.
I Entries not stating choice for best article will be

voided.
I 1. Would you prefer to see one large feature
I article in each issue at the cost of losing a few of

the smaller articles? {I yes ( I no
I 2. The amount of accompanying illustration in
I the GENERAL is: () Sufficient () Insufficient

I ( ) too much
3. Do you want the "GOLDEN PEN" method

I of repeating articles from other magazines can·
I tinued? I ) . yes () no

4. Which form of Opponents Wanted Listing
I do you prefer?
I () present format

() allow any 35 word message
I () other (specify)
I 5. What percentage of article types would you
I like to see in each issue?

(a) Variants %
I Ib) History %
I (c) Strategies %

I

Equals A 4
Equals A 4
Equals A I
Equals A 6

DEFENDER
I Equals A 1
o Equals A I
I EqU<lls A 2
2 Equals A 3

Equals A 6
Equals A I

4
5

Shows A:
ATTACKER

o
I
I
I
3
4 3
Etc., Etc., Etc.

Once the total of the two die rises above 6 the re·
suIts start all over again at I so:

or even:
I WILL DECIMATE, ANNIHILATE AND

UTTERLY DESTROY ANY AND ALL AT PBM
THIS AND THAT.

Another point to be made is when "The
Genera'" comes, one usually reads the O. W.A.
right away (at least this is what most of my
'victims' do), just for the heck of it. Now, one
can hardly read one column without dozing off.

I suggest (as have others, to no avail,) that you
shorten word content and return to the old way.
"The General" certainly isn't the same without
those eye-catching ads from the likes of Geoff K.
Burkman, Panzer Gruppe West and C.I.E.

What say?

Gentlemen:
While experimenting with games like Panzer·

blitz & Stalingrad here in sunny Vietnam, MACV
Advisory Team No. 33 has developed a new
concept in combat resolution. Instead of using
one die and depending on a form of "crap·
shooter" luck, we have devised a system employ·
ing a pair of dice in the following manner:

CPT. John Robert Finch
095-38-441 9
MACV Advisory Team No. 33
APO San Francisco, Cal. 96297
Ban Me Thuot, RVN

Dear Editor:
I'd like to take the opportunity to tell you

how ridiculous I think your new (now old),
space-saving Opponents Wanted Ads are.

First off, the price of standardizing your once
colorful ads is about 35 ads per issue (the
Mar·Apr 1972 issue has about 195 ads, while the
May·June issue of last year holds around 159).

Now, seriously, which one of the following
sounds more appealing and which one would you
rather reply to? .

EXPERT PLAYER OF HIGH SCHOOL AGE
DESIRING PBM OPPONENTS FOR BLAH,
BLAH AND BLAH. REPLY TO SO AND SO.

with some backing and some good timing. This
would most likely discourage one from attacking at
all. We feel our way does not discourage attacking,
just makes it slightly harder and more brain-teasing

tactical wise.

6
5
2

6 6
Etc., Etc., Etc.

In order to indicate a zero the player does not
expose his die but instead shows <l closed fist (or
numbers could be written on slips of paper).
Mathematically one number probably has a better
chance of coming up than the other 5 (we haven't
calculated the odds), but the whole point is to
ouHhink your opponent and force the total you
require. In short, you attempt to pair up numbers
to equal a desired total. If two zeros are shown the
opponents must repeat the process or they may
declare the engagement to be drawn with units
remaining in contact, etc. The system has added to
the enjoyment of our games, especially Stalingrad.
For now, bold operations can be attempted
without depending on luck! Hope you like the
idea. Happy Wargaming!

Wo;:, are referring to what we term "snake tactics."
They come :Jbout in the following manner:
Suppose you wish to force the enemy out of a
strategic iocation, such as a town or nearby woods.
In most cases, you would have to use at least as
powerful a force to surround him, or enough
spotters to survive his fire so that they can call in
locations. But, when using IMPULSE MOVE·
MENT, you need only the necessary force of
attack factors and ONE spotter, if you time it
correctly. You merely move adjacent to the enemy
in the second half of movement (i.e., in impulse gD
or rO). in this manner, if he elects not La remain,
which is likely knowing you get the first chance to
fire. your single unit for spotting would have
indirectly forced him out. In true combat, he
would most likely see your one unit approach, and
probubly destroy you instantly, realizing you
would not intend to attack, but spot for your
other units instead. 1n essence. one truck unit
would be forcing the best tanks of the era to leave
a town, because of the way that the game has been
broken into sections from true, simultaneous
combat, not from ingenious ractical maneuvers. So,
to combat this, the units that had been snaked in
this manner simply move to a safe spot on the first
half of movement, then move back to their original
connict area the second half, thereby snaking the
snaker. This may sound like a ingenious lactic, but
in reality is little more than ~l C<lt and mouse game.
and a dull one at that. One cannot blame the players
for such tactics: the originator must try all in his
power to disrupt and destroy the enemy in a key
location, and the player that has the snake to him
cannot be so stubborn-headed that he destroys
some units to look adamant i~l his opponent's
approach to sllch unreal tactics (discretion IS the
better part of valor).

[

We fully realize that Panzerblitz in reality is only
a very rough approximation to real combat,
breaking true combat down into sections so that it
is less confusing to the players and more readily
adaptable for two persons. We also realize that
"timing" may be the big difference between a good
general and a great one; how one rimes his forces'
coordination is the difference between victory and
defeat. We have noticed that while using IMPULSE
MOVEME T, a timing that occurs, in our belief,
from the sequence of play forces the players to
bewme less tactical minded ::md more repetitive,
thereby making the game less of a challenge.

gA - German units fire upon any ADJACENT.
enemy units with eligible units (i.e., units with
in range, with allowed line-of-sighl, etc.). Flips

FIRED units.
gB - Gen-nan units that have not fired or

SPOrrED in gA move/executes minefield attacks.
gC - Russian fires.
gO - German returns fire with units NOT

nipped. Flips over firing units.
gE - German units, thal have NOT fired,

move/execute Overruns.
gF - German makes Close Assaults/Flips ALL

units righfside up.

So, to combat this tactic that is ··unfair" as well
as debases the whole idea of the game, that the
better tactician will win in the end. we have
written into the impulse movement a built·in
protector th::lt we feel helps the game, without
making it impossible to either hold or attack such a
stronghold as a town or a wooded aren. We feel this
newly formed impulse movement chart disrupts
neither the conformity or the b::lIance of the game.
Our suggested impulses arc as follows:

Gentlemen:
We have enjoyed several of yOll.f optional &

experimental rules such as INDIRECT FIRE,
REAL-SPACE LOS. and IMPULSE MOVEMENT
& RETURN FIRE. or these optional and experi
mental rules, we found IMPULSE MOVEMENT
and REAL-SPACE LOS to be the most interesting
and re,llistic: mllch more 50 than their counterparts
in the originalmcthod of play.
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Same procedwe for rile Russians as abo lie wirll
rolls reversed. The reason that gB rcads "not fired
OR SPOlTED" is that otherwise the same cat and
mouse game would occur in reverse. The attacker
would snake himself by attacking, because you
merely spot for the fire in impulse gA, move to
safety in gB from gC, and then move buck to [he
original spot in gE, thereby probably destroying
several of his units and not losing one. In this case,
our phantom truck could hold off several tanks
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adult age desiring: FTF and/or PBM opponents for

am: novice, average, expert player of: high school, college.

1) Print your city and state in Box A above.
2) Cross out words and phrases below not applicable.
3) Insert copy where required on lines provided.
4) Print your name and address where indicated.
We cannot list specific items for sale or trade. Interested
parties must write you direct for complete details.

Q. Can units be withdrawn by sea from a
non-port square, if the units cannot amphibious
assault?
A. Yes, but they lose I step in doing so.

Q. Can 10l1e EB units retreat before combat?
A. No.

Q. If not, are they automatically eliminated?
A. Yes.

Q. Can Belgian units LIse French railroads within
the French transport limit?
A. No.

Q. Can units move fro111 MM41 to MM40 and
then directly to MM39?
A. No!!!! This would force units to cross into
Switzerlar!f:l which is 110t allowed.

Q. Can units move from a river square to a
swamp square or vice versa (such as W24 to X24)
without losing one movement factor?
A. No.

1914:

LUFTWAFFE:

Q. Are shuttle raiders still considered to be
"shuttle" aircraft while using Russia as their
home base?

A. No - as long as the planes start from and
return to the same Russian "R" line they are not
considered shuttle raiders: and thus the ability to
shuttle cannot be lost if they are eliminated.

Q. In the Basic Game can close escort fighters take
off from Italy and pick up Baltic Sea sneak raiders
and provide close escort?

A. No - Fighters providing close escort lllust start
behind the R Line on top of the bombers they
protect.

Q. There appear to be two different versions of
the rule booklet. Which one is to be lIsed in case of
disputes?

A. The rules of play manual with the white arrow
below the introduction is the 2nd edition and
should be llsed in case disputes arise between the
two. The one with blue ;m·ow is <In older version
which has been discarded.

Q. If an American fighter is flying back to the
recovery line for lack of fuel, may it fire back if
attacked by German air units?

A. No.

Q. If attacked by two different groups of fighters
in the same turn may bombers fire back each time
or only once (for examplc - first a group of
Mel09's and then Ju8S's att<.lck - both from the
same square but utilizing separate die rolls). -

A. Bombers may return fire only once: the
German player decides which or the two types will
absorb the resulting losses. Any extra losses being
carried over to the other group of attacking
fighters.

JUTLAND:

Q. Could you explain rurther the relationship
between the Zeppelin visibility and tile reduced
visibility die roll?

A. Instead of rolling for Zeppelin visibility, simply
use the reduced visibility roll. Visibility of 30,000
yards would be required for the Zeppelin to search
the two squares he passed through. Over 40,000
yards would be necessary in order to callout
adjacent search ureas as well.

FRANCE, 1940:

Q. Are units allowed to move again after their
combat phase, and if so, do they use their full
movement allowance?

A. No. Units can only be moved again in the same
turn during the mechanized movement phase and
even thcn, only mechanized units can do so.

Q. May air units ny more than one type of mission
during a given turn?

A. No.

Q. What happens to an air unit which is forced to
retreat or counterattack when it is attacked by
enemy ground forces'!

A. It is eliminated.

Q. Suppose that the air unit is away all a mission
when the ground support element is attacked and
forced to retreat? Does the air unit end it's mission
and retreat immediately, or is it eliminated
instead?

A. It may perform its current mission but is then
eliminated.

Q. Must an invasion be made on the first turn?
A. Yes, an invasion must be made at Salerno on
Sept. 11, 1943, unless you are playing the Game
III Optional Invasion Rule in which case an
invasion still must be made somewhere.

Q. When using the Coastal Commands Rule,
where do the units leave from and enter'!
A. Ligurian forces at A13; Adriatic at Y6.

Q. Assuming that the Allied player attacks the
Rome beachhead and occupies the city of Rome
on that very same turn, does thc German player
retain his increased air superiority attack ratio for
the remainder of that turn, or does he lose it
right away?

A. The German maintains the advantage for the
remainder of that turn, losing its advantages on
the very next turn.

Q. Does an isolated unit lose its ability to attack
as is the case in Afrika Korps. or can it still
function normally until it is either restored to
supplies or eliminated?
A. It functions normally until eliminated.

Q. If a unit begins a turn adjacent to a high
appenine side, can the unit cross the high
appenine side and continue normal movement?
A. Yes, if it exits that hex through a hex side
which is non-high appenine.

Q. Must a beach square contain a port in order
to allow Allied units to withdraw out to sea after
attacking enemy units?
A. No - see' "Allied Amphibious Transfer,"
option b.

MIDWAY:

Q. If a single Tl attacks a ship with no screening
AA fire which is defended only by 1 surplus
fighter, are the odds 1-1, or 1-2?
A. 1-2.

ANZJO:

Question Box

25¢

25¢

The

CITY

STATE

KRIEGSPIEL:

Q. Does the defender surrender his units before
or after the result of combat is known if he
wants them to become prisoners rather than risk
their elimination?
A. Before.

Q. When battle odds are 2: 1 or greater and the
unit is surrounded with no escape route, can the
defender still select any defense card?
A. Yes, but if he chooses A or B, he is naturally
eliminated after the combat. However, the at
tacker is still subject to losses sustained in the
attack.

D-DAY:

Q. May Allied reinforcements land on a coastal
square which is in a German unit's ZOC?

A. Yes, but it may go no further. It must stop and
attack.

A

Each coupon is worth 25 cents. How
ever, no less than 4 coupons can be used in any
one purchase. Orders received accompanied by
three coupons or less will be returned unfilled.
Any number above 4 may be used in any single
purchase. No photostats please.

JULY-AUG 1972

GOOO TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF ALL PRODUCTS

Discount

Coupon

25¢

25¢

BLITZKRIEG:

Q. If Blue units arc on G 13 <lnd G J 5, may Red
units at §e<l still pass through G14 to get to the
beaches further east?

A. Yes - because units at sea cannot be attacked
- thus, there is no zone of control in pure sea
hexes.

Q. When llsing the nuclear fule, may 4 bombers
attack to make sure that one of them gets through
to deliver the bomb?

A. NO!!! This would violate the "one bomb" per
turn philosophy of the rule.

Q. May paratroops be Oown out of a city with
no supply capacity? Similarly, may troops land at
a port with no supply capacity?
A. No.

BISMARCK:

Q. In night battle are the carriers allowed to
launch attacks?

A. No; the 5 and 6 results on the chance table
are ignored during night turns.

Opponents

Wanted

--- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -r
I
I
I
[

I
1
[

I
I
[

We're experiencing growing pains. More subscribers means more Want Ads. We just don't have the space I
for every subscriber to wax rhetorical as in the past. To make it easier, and more meaningful for aliI
concerned, we introduce the Mini-ad. AI! you do is strike out the words provided below that do not:
apply. ,

[

(LIST GAMES~
Also seek

All Ads must be on a special printed form; those received that are not will not be accepted.

-- . Will trade or sell games. Please reply to:

STREET_ PHONE _

Whe/! slIblllilling (/I/estiol/s to liS for al/SlVerS,
,. please llO!e the followillg:

/.) Illclude U stulI/ped. self-addressed envelopc.
The lellers Ihat include OIlC are answered ./Irs!.
Those thaI do 1I0t are allswered last; as a result.
these letters get back to you al least a week hiler.

2.) If YOllr question refers 10 a speciji'c silUa
lioll. please illelude a diagram u/ tile sitl/ation. It
lakes a good deal of tillle to wl.nver the leller
otherwise. which will dela)' YOllr reply.

3.) We lvish we could allswer tec!mical ques
tio/ls (llId do research for .1'011, bllt the large
Gil/Olin! of lIlail \V(' receipe prohibit....' Illis. We will
be glad to aI/sIVer questiolls 011 Ihe ,)la.1' 0/ the
game. but IVe call1iut. IIl1fortullatc!y. answCI" those
Oil technical or llistorical I)oil/ts I/or call lVe
research data lur those of .l'()11 de..... igning yow
OIVII gUlI/cs.

4.) Keep orders alld olher lIIail separate .li·OIIi
questiolls. Separatillg the irellls 0/ YUlIr lellers
infO dUtc'rent departmellts takes lillie and delays
YOl/r reply.

••• FLEET
ZIP __

members for ------"""""T'"C'-,-U""",------------

CITY STATE _

NAME (in all caps) _
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The convention date cited last issue for the

SICL's LA convention has been changed to
August 5th and 6th. The Capitol Con previously
scheduled for that date has been cancelled. Those
interested should address their questions to
Russell Powell at his 5820 John Ave., Long
Beach, Calif. address.

Also scheduled for the same weekend is a
smaller gathering at the St. Cloud Civic Center.
An Avalon Hill warga me tournament will be the
feature attraction both days. Other info is avail
able upon request from Thomas Kaeter, 129 6th
Ave., Waite Park, Minn. 56387.

Fans of the old television series STAR TREK
will be happy to learn that a STAR TREK
BATILE MANUAL now exists. The brainchild of
Sgt. Lou Zocchi, this 30 pp. booklet provides the
experienced wargamer with everything he needs
to be able to reenact engagements of the Starship
ENTERPRISE with Klingon and Romulon adver
saries. Amply illustrated, the manual can be
obtained directly from the Sarge at his 388
Montana, Victorville, Calif. 92392 abode for
$3.00.

SPECIAL OFFER to subscribers: every once In
a while we like to cut our readers in on a good
deal - more or less as a reward for their loyalty
through the years. Thus, we offer the following
items to subscribers only, 'Jt a 50% discount. Each
item originally sold for $1 and under the terms
of this special offer is now available for only 50
cents. The items are:

KRIEGSPIEL PBM PAD
Blank unit counter sheets
Volume 4, NO.1 of the GENERAL
Volume 7, NO.2 of the GENERAL

Be sure to add the 50 cents postage and
handling charge. Direct all orders to Avalon Hill,
4517 Harford Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21211 - Attn:
Parts Dept.

Our Question and Answer Department has
announced that it will no longer reply to indi
viduals who neglect to include a stamped, self
addressed envelope with their inquiries. Your
chances of getting a reply are also infinitely
better if you include a diagram to cover your
situation, rather than listing grid co-ordinates.
Readers are reminded that our answering service
does not go into the why's of a game's rules and
thus questions on game designs cannot be an
swered.

In an effort to avoid duplication of effort and
infringement of copyrights we ask that all those
readers submitting articles to the GENERAL not
forward copies of their manuscripts to other
magazines. When we receive an article it should
be understood that the article is intended for our
exclusive use.

Avalon Hill's warehouse personnel recently
accomplished a Herculean feat by moving the
company stock down the street to our new
spacious facilities at 1501 Guilford Ave. in
downtown Baltimore. The uproar caused by the
move naturally put a crimp in our shipping
department and as a resu It we have had to
backorder many items.

Many InTeresting developments are arising from
the Lowry premises in Evansville, Indiana. Sub
scribers to PANZERFAUST magazine were
pleasantly surprised by that journal's most recent
issue as a marked physical improvement accom
panied Lowry's takeover of the magazine. Also in
conjunction with PANZERFAUST, Lowry has
published a booklet entitled "An Introduction to
Wargaming." The title speaks for itself as to the
contents of this 20 pp. offset booklet. A well
done and helpful aide to the newly initiated
members of the wargaming population. Last, but
by no means least, is the third in Lowry's series
of Wargamer's Guidebooks. This time the topic is
our BATTLE OF THE BULGE game. Edited by
Don Greenwood, this 50 pp. offset booklet
should be a boon to anyone trying to enhance his
powers of persuasion over a BU LG E board.
Available for $2.00 from Panzerfaust Publi
cations, P.O. Box 1123, Evansville, Ind. 47713.

Other periodicals which draw occasional raves
from our design staff include Donald Feather
stone's WARGAMER's NEWSLETTER. Now in
its 125th issue, this English publication outdates
even the GENERAL in point of service. Although
dealing solely in military history and wargaming
with miniatures, the NEWSLETTE R is still
worthy of note and those interested may find out
more by investing an overseas stamp and ad
dressing it to 69 Hill Lane, Southampton,
Hampshire, England, SOl 5AD.

The newest and far from the least impressive
wargame magazine on the market is the San
Diego-centered CONFLICT magazine. Their first
issue included a "tear-out" game and die-cut
counters dealing with the 1940 campaign in
France and entitled 'Guerre a Outrance.' Highly
professional, this magazine displayed an immense
amount of worthwhile material in it's very first
issue. Copies are obtainable for $2.00 from:
Si mu lations Design Corporation, Box 19096, San
Diego, Calif. 92119.

The following games have been discontinued
and are no longer available from Avalon Hill;
U-BOAT, BASEBALL STRATEGY, FOOTBALL
STRATEGY, BISMARCK, CHOICE, JOURNEYS
OF ST. PAUL, YEAR OF THE LORD, TACTICS
II, ANZIO, and GUADALCANAL. Game col
lectors will undoubtedly be searching for these
titles in years to come so we suggest that you
order the two latter titles while we still have
them in stock. Once our limited supply is
exhausted there will be no more.

Leading tne literary vote getters for the second
straight issue was George Phillies for his "Stalin
grad - the Middle Game." Maintaining his perfect
record (George's articles have never missed a first
place finish in the GENERAL) was not easy this
time as David Kimberly posted a strong challenge
with his "Time to Invade Holland" article to take
second place. Other top vote getters were William
B. Searight for "Tobruch"; SSgt. Lou Zocchi for
"Debate on LUFTWAFFE"; and Ian L. Strauss
for his "PANZERBLITZ DOUBLE ATTACK."
Free games went to all of the above gents.

THE GENERAL
CONTEST NO. 49, besides being an introduc

tion to AH's newest release, FRANCE 40, was a
study in the efficient use of available materials..
The German player had pushed a long, narrow
salient into the French line that had to be
contained and eliminated. However, the French
player also had to align his units in such a
fashion as to minimize the German reaction
attack with the same units that participated in
the assault. Below you will find the Battle Chart,
along with the contest diagram showing first
phase troop movement, which best fulfills both
of the objectives in the opinion of our judges.

Note especially that the attack on the GD unit
at (6-1) completes isolation of the other German
units which allows the ssV to be engaged by the
4/ARM division at (3-1) instead of (1-1). Elimina
tion of the ssV is assured if the ssLAH unit is
also attacked before the ssV unit is attacked. The
French should have no difficulty destroying all of
the German units attacked. Placement of the
un its as indicated on the diagram and proper
placement of screening motorized units should
leave the German with only a (1-1) and a (1-2)
attack possibilities on his next turn.

BATTLE CHART
ORDER OF

UNIT ATTACKER ODDS RESOLUTION

1 --- -- ---

5 --- -- ---

10 ---- -
33 --
GO ::J.. 6-1 1
ssv- '/ 3-1 S

ssLAH 2- b-J 2-
1/1 101 AV. if
65 1,2.)3/4c. 3- J 0
47 3 ~-I 3

Fifteen readers h it Contest No. 49 on the nose
with perfect responses, forcing a drawing for the
10 winners. Those surviving the luck of the draw
were: Jack Morell, Rochester, N.Y.; Jeff Franklin,
Duluth, Minn.; Mike Pecken, Wilmette, III.; Wm.
Groover, Cyprus, Cal.; Dave Barney, Long Beach,
Cal.; John Bailey, College Park, Md.; Mathew
Mikulich, Concord, Calif.; Joe Meyer, Monterry,
Calif.; David Minke, Minneapolis, Minn.; and
Lonny Alger, Griffith, Ind.



OPPONENTS WANTEO

A\'erage pbycr of :Jdult :lgc desiring FTF oppo
nents for AH wargarTll:s :Ind Diplomacy. I Le.
TerenCt," Zuber. E/6/9 Infantl)'. Fl. Wainwright.
Al3ska. Phon.:-: 353·7145.
Expert player of high school :Igc desiring PBM
opponents for $lalingr;J.d and D-Day. Dave Pelto.
529 East St., Juneau, Alasb 99801. Phone:
6-6098. _
Expert player of college age d<.'siring FTF oppo
nents for all AH g:HIICS. Also seek members for
SrCL BirmingllJll1 FTF Ch3plcr. Will trade or sdl
g:Jll1cs. H;lr!cy F. Anton, 2313 Wexford, Birming
ham. Ala. 35216. I'hone: 822-8884.
AVCT<lgC players of high ~I;hool age desiring FTF
and/or I'Br--t opponents for Origill~. B of B, AK.
U-Boat, Frallce 40. Anzio, PanBlitz. D-Day,
B-Kricg. K-Spil·1. Also seck members for I-Iooller
Ali Warg:nnc Club. Will tradt or buy games. Mike
M:llllling (Pres.), 1616 Colesbury Circle. Birming
halll. A[a. 35226. Phone: 8'2].0008.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for AH games. to.lkhacl Marshall. 216
Vanderbilt Dr.. Mobile, Ala. 36608. Phone:
344-2630.
;\\,er:lge player of college age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for France '40. AK. PanBlilz.
BlitzKrieg. Stalingrad. 1914, Midway. Tactics II,
Anzio. Luftwaffc, Jutl:lnd. Will Irade or sell
g:Jmes.. Michael R. Vanderburg. 8809 Fairha\·en.
Litlle Rock, Ark. 72205. Phone: 225<!417.
Aver3ge player of college ,Ige desiring FTF OI)Po
nents for P3nBlitz, D-Day. Midway. Luftwaffe.
Bism,lrck or your warg:lllle. Novice at Miniatures.
Craig Gifford, 3007 Horace M:lnn. B:lkersfield.
01. 93306. Phone: 871-2212.
Expert player of colkge age desiring FTF ,md/or
I'BM opponents ror Blitzkrieg, 1940. Will trade or
sell Guadalcanal. 1914 for Luftwaffe. Marcus
Bl<lckwcll. 12QJ-S /I.·larine Ave.. Balboa Island. 01.
92662. Phone: 714-673-6658.
AverJge player of college :lge desiring FTF OI>PO'
nenls for anything. Ron Hl·aney. Irwin Road,
Barstow, Ca. 92311. Phone: CI-6-4301:
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for all AI·I games. Colin Wright. 2440
Prince, Berkeley, C:I. 74705. Phonl': 848-8963.
Aver:lge player of high school age desiring pOM
opponents for Luflwaffe :lnd Fml\l,_--: 1940. Todd
Roscm3n. 69 "H" St" Chula Visla. Ca. 92010.
AverJge player of high school age desiring FTF
and/or PBM opponents for Afrika K.. S-Grad.
D-Day, France 1940. Will trade or sdl games.
John Gerhardt. 1840 Louvainc Dr.. Colma. Ca.
9401 5. Phone: 755·5842.
Average player or college age desiring FTF :ll1d/or
PBM opponents for Anzio. P-Blitz, 1940, S-GrJd,
Luftw'lffe. 1914. Guatlacana1. Gettysburg. Dan
Colc. Box 84. Cullell. Ca. 95534. Phone
443-6965.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for Panzer. S-Grad. 1940. B of B.
Robert M. Allar. 17600 Calvert St .. Encino, Ca.
91316. Phone; 345-1295.
Average 1,layer of high sehool age desiring FTF
opponents for Fran(.'C '40. P-B1itz. S-Grad. Jut·
land, Bulge and other AH games. Tom Jones. 520_
Howe PI.. Escondido, Ca. 92025. I>hone;
745-5923.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for mosl AH games. Dan Erickson,
7868 E. Saginaw, Fresno. Ca. 93717. Phone:
291-6395. '
Expert player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for all AH carnes. Also s('ck members
for AH Wargamcs Club. Wish 10 buy old copies
of General. Richard Tay[or, 309 Vi<l la I>az,
GreenbrJe. Ca. 94904. Phone: 415-461-1907.
Average player of adull age desiring FTF oppo
nejl,ts for all AH l;ames. Will trade or sell games.
Bill Weber, 415 No. "D." M:ldera, Ca. 93637.
Phone: 67J-3105.
Average player of college :Ige desiring rTr oppo
nents for P-Blitz. France '40, Luft. Will trade or
sell games. Joe Meyer. 259 A Larkin SI.. Mon
terey. Ca. 93940. Phone: 408-373-5087.
Average player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
nents ror all AH sames. Robert A. Lane. 2625
Plaza Blvd. No. 105, N'ltional City. Ca. 92050.
Phone: 477-6820.
Novice player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
nents for miniatures and all AH games.. Also .seek
members for SIMPL and SICL. Will trade or sell

·g:Jmes. Mark S. Boyce, :1950 untana Apt. 109.
Oxnard. Ca.. 93030. Phone: 805-485-3577.
A\'crage player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for Midw:ly, Stalingrad, Panzerblitz.
Will trade or sell games. Ron Conner. 414 W. Iris
St.. Oxnard, Ca. 93030. Phone: 483-8847.
Novice player of Jr. high school age desiring FTF
and/or rBM opponents for Afrika Korps.. Mark L.
Weber, 30205 Via Boriea. P:llos Verdes Pen.. Ca.
90724. Phone: 37H1240.
Ava'lgc player of college age desiring PBM
opponents ror Bulge. St,llingrad. France '40.
P-B1itz. James Strickland. 761 Smith Ave" Pinole,
Ca. 94564. I'hone: 758-3762.
Aver<lge player of college agt desiring FTF oppo
nents for AH games. Also seck mcmbers for
Riverside W:lr Games Club. Will trade games. Paul
Sissenstdn. 8768 Glencoe Dr.. Riverside. Ca.
92503. Phone: 689-0027.
Average/expert player of college age deming PBM
opponents for Luftwaffe, Blitzkrieg. GuadalcanaL
Panzerblitz. Nelson Sprangler. 2890 McKinley St.,
Riverside. Ca. 92506. Phone: 714-{i81~347J.

A\'er.Jge player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
ncnlS for Blitzkrieg. Neanderthal. Also seek mem
bers for West CoaSI Defense League (WCDL).
Robert Kelso. Box 54. Rough and Ready, Ca
95975. Phone: 273-2790.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for all At! games but K-Spicl and
U-Boac. Paul Crabaugh, 6788 Ballinger Ave., San
Diego, Ca. 92119. Phone: 460-2282.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents ror AK. France '40, [914. Bulge,
Guadalcanal, Luftwarfe, P-Btitz. Will trade or se11
g:lmCs. Bill Hawkins, 14716 Caminito Orense
Oeste, Rancho Penisquitos. San Diego. Ca. 92119.
Phone: 487-5790.

OPPONENTS WANTED

Novice player of college age desiring PBM oppo
nents for D-Day_ Also seek 10 join club and PBM
kit for Anzio. Richard Sylvia, 4079 45th 51. Apt.
12. San Diego. Ca. 92105.
Expert playcr of college desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for PBM - Stalingrad, Bulge.
P·Blitz; FfF - all AH games. Jeff Dricmeyer.
400 Fairview Terrace. Sierra Madre. Ca. 9t024.
Phone: 213-355-6627.
Average player of high school age desiring FfF
opponents for P-Blitz, Bulge, Blitz. James
Richardson. 126 S. Mcadow Rd.. West Covina,
Ca. 91791. Phone: 332-7950.
Adult age player desiring FTF and PBM oppo
nents for all AH gomes. Melvin D. Yarwood.
1600 Madrone Ave., No. 29. West &lctO. Ca.
95691. Phone: 371-1185.
Novice player of high school age desiring FTF
Opponents for P-Blitz. Will trade or sell games.
Ton Noe, 12613 Fox[ey Dr.. Whillier. Ca. 90602.
Phone: 696-5046.
Average player of college age desiring FTF and/or
PB~I opponents ror Blitz, W-loo. Bulge. S-Grnd.
SP/4 Muth 514584900. Coe 4/70 Anuor. FI.
Carson, Colo. 80913.
AverJge player of adult age desiring FfF and/or
I>BM opponenlS for Blitzkrieg. Also SC'Ck members
for Colorddo Highlander Foxes.. Larry E. Yeargan,
10777 Pecos St., Apt. 2407. Northglenn. Colo.
80231.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
and/or PBl\.t opponents ror France 1940. Also
seek me'mbers for SI-IAEF. Will trade or sell C&O
and B&O. Derald Riggs. 00,'( 183. Westcliffe.
Colo. 81252. Phone: 303-783-2362.
Expert player of college age (ksiring FTF oppo
nenls ror AH games. Richard S. Griffith, 19
Frederick St., Hartford. Conn. 06105. Phone:
5'23·4724.
Expert player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for all AH games. Will (rade or sell
games. K:lzimierz Rybak, 169 Buckingham St ..
Waterbury. Conn. 06710. Phone: 203-755-8494.
Average player of adult age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for AK, K-Spiel, G--eanal. James
F. Ryan. 19 Cynthi:l Circle, West Ha\·en. Conn.
06516. Phone: 203·933-7975.
Average player of college age desiring FrF oppo
nents for Genysburg. Tactics IL Jutland. Guadal
canal. Anzio. Waterloo, 1914. Afrika Korps.
Stalingrad. P-Blit1.. Blitz, Luftwaffe. John Kiley.
5337 Connecticut Ave., N.W.. Washington, D.C.
20015.
Aver.Jge player or high school age desiring PBM
opponents for S-Grad. D-Day, Fr:lnce '40. Al
Drchman. [77[0 S.W. 109 Place, Miami. FI<l.
33157.
Average player of adult :lgC desiring FTF <lnd
PI3M Opponents for 1'-131itz, Bulge, S-Grad, AK.
Will trade D·Day. Blitz, Amio. G·burg for P-Blitz.
Bulge. S-Gmd. Joe Gillon. 3025 B:lrnhard Dr.,
No. 214, Tampa. Fla. 33612.
Novice player of Jr. high school age desiring FTF
or PBM opponents for P-Blilz. Bulge. S-Grad. AK.
Sean Conolly. 171 Oak"Wood Way. Winter Park,
Fla. 32789. Phone: 644-6605.
A\'erage player of college age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents ror W-loo, 5-Grad_ AK, G-burg.
Bulge. Larry Baggett. P. O. Box 2541, Valdosta,
Ga. 31601.
Afcrage player of high school age desiring FfF
opponents for chess. most AH games. Will buy
g:Jllles.. Jim Krenz, 141 E. 23rd 51., Idaho Falls,
Idaho 83401. Phone; 208-523-5097.
Novice player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents ror 5-Grad. Stephen Crawford, 425
West 2nd South, Carlinville, III. 62626.
Novice player of college age desiring PBM oppo
nents for S-Grad. Will trade or sell games. Peter
Kramer, 4738 N. Kenton. Chic<lgo. Ill. 60630.
Phone: 545-3232.
Avcrage pbyer oj college llge dcsiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for Bulge, Blitz, S-Grad. Harlow
Stevens, Jr., 548 Miehig:lll Avc" Ev"nston. [II.
60202. Phone: 864-1232.
Average player of college ab'C desiring PBM
01)pOnents for P-Blitz, any side. any situation.
Need FTF for France 40, L-warfe, S·grad. Selling
a Midway in very good condition. best ofrer.
Wish to join club: send info. Fred Meccia. 9230
Ewing. Evanston, III. 60203. Phone: 679-4917.

ovicc player of high school age desiring I-....n~
and/or PBM opponents for B of B, D-Day,
Midway. L·waffe. Also seek club in Glenview
are:l. Will sell unused France '40: will pay
postage. Eric Kirchner. 3849 Creslwood. Norlh
brook_ III. 60062. Phone: 272-6128.
Average player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
nents for G-burg, W-Ioo, S-grad. B-krieg. Will
trade Bismarck. Want Stock Market. Jim Zajicek,
8037 Lakc SI., River Forest. Ill. 60305. Phone'
312-771-7556.
Average player of high school age desiring rTI
opponents ror 1914. AK. S-grad. France 40. Will
sell K·spiel, Diplomncy. good condition. Lonny
Alger. 225 Nqrthwood. Griffith, Ind. 46319.
Phone: 838"659J~

Average player of college age desinng FTF oppo
nents for any wargamcs. Also seck members to
start club. Will tr:lde or scll games. Paul Gleue,
R.R. I, BelIeviJIe. Kansas 66935. Phone:
527-2587.

Aver:lge player of coUege age desiring PBM
opponents for $-grad, D-Day. Bill Jordan. 706 N.
Linn. Frontenac. Kansas 66762. Phone:
232-9481.
Aver.Jge playcr of college age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents ror AK, D-Day. Blitz. Anzio.
Luftwaffe. Panzer. Will trade or sell games.
Stephen M. Mieres. 106 Forest. Berea. Ky.
40403. Phone: 986-4754.
Novk--:/aver:lge player of high school age desiring
FTF and/or pB!'.[ opponents ror Luftw,lffe_ B of
B. 5-grad. Henry A. Orphys, 116 East Oakridge
Park, Metarie, La. 70005. Phone: 835·6778.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents ror P-blitz, Blitz. France 40. Will tr:lde
or sell games. David C. Phillips, Rt. I. Box 770,
Accokeek. Md. 20607. Phone: 301-283-2747.

OPPONENTS WANTED

Average player of post-college age desiring FTC
and/or PBM opponents for Blitz, D-Day. France
40. 5-gr:ld. chess. Bill Lareau, 3494 Do[field St..
Balto., Md. 21215. Phone: 466-5774.
Average player of adult age desiring PBM oppo
nents for Bulge and FTF opponents for BUlge,
5-gr-Jd, L-wilffe. Blilz. J-Iand, Anzio. Panzer. Also
seek members for a Columbia Wargame Club.
John A. Lang, II, 5137 Homecoming Lane,
Columbia. l\ld. 21044. Phone: 730-4665.
Average player of high school ,tge desiring FTF
and phone-to-phone in Balto. exch:lnge opponents
for P-Blitz. AK, B or B. Origins. France 40.
L-wllffe, Bisnwrck. Steve Chilcote, 2829 Fox
hound Rd., Ellicoll City, /lld. 21043. Phone:
465-7063.
Average player desiring FTF opponents for B of
8. Anzio. Jutland, Midway and G-buTg. Will trade
games.. Jeffrey Seiken, 11423 Georgetowne Dr..
Potom3c, Md. 20854. Phone; 301-299-9302.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
and/or PBM opponents for all AH games. Would
like 10 join club. Joseph Sherfy. 6921 Racehorse
La ne. Rockville, Md. 20852. Phone:
301-881-3860.
Average player of adull age desiring FTF oppo
nents for all battle games.. Will trade or sell
games.. John E. McCann, 2420 Chelwood Circle.
Timonium, Md. 21093. Phone: 252-4064.
Average player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for 1914, Anzio (game III), $-grad.
Will gamem<lster Diplomocy I;:Itnes for small fee
John Dowling, 2713 Urbana Ave.. Wheaton, Md.
Phone: 942-7243.
Avemge player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for Tactics II, 1914, K-spie!. Jesse
Slater. 275 Tappan St., Brookline, Mass. 02146.
Phone: 734-8196.
Average player of college :lge desiring FfF oppo
nenls for P-olitz, L-waffe, Midway, BUlge, D-Day.
AK. Marvin Levine, 70 Walnut SI., Chelsea, Mass
02150. Phone: 884-9069.
~xpert player or high school :lge desiring FTF
and PBM opponents for Anzio, S-grad. P-blitz,
Blilz. W-loo. AK. D-Day, Bulge. Midway, 1914_
1940, Jutland, G--eanal. L-waffe. Also seck memo
bers for S. S. Leibstandluk. John Gordon. 3 Sun
Valley Dr.. Framingham. Mass. 01201. Phone:
879-6186.
Aver:lge player of college age desiring POM
opponents for P-Blitz. Gary Ellis. 200 Hudson,
Northboro, Mass. 01 532.
Avenage player of adult age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for Jutland_ Bulge. AK. S-grad.
G-canal, L·waffe. P-blitz. U-Boal. Also seek mem
bers for a new club. James Fink, 603 Washington
Sl., Wellesley. Ma~. 02181. Phone: 237-5447.
Average player of high school age desiring PBM
opponcnts ror l'-blilz, Blitz. Randy M. Collins,
8017 Park Ave. Allen Park, Michigan 48101.
Phone: 382-1610.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for G-C<ln<ll, S-grad. B of B, D-Day,
AK. Midway. John Bukowski. 19401 Spencer St.,
Detroit. Mich. 48234. Phone: 892-5731.
Expert ployer of college age desiring PUM oppo
nents ror chess, P·blitz, or Anzio. Ronald Zahm.
9664 Hazelton 51., Detroit, Mich. 48239. Phone:
532·5487.
Aver:lge player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
nenls for most AH games.. Also seek visitors for
Inlerest Group Highland Park. Michael Banni·
kowski, 943 Stewart St.. Lincoln Park. Mich.
~8146.

Average player of college a1,'C desiring FTF and/or
PB~1 01)pOnents for AH games.. Also seek mem
bers for Michigan Organized Warsamers. Donald
B. Johnson. 22262 1llOmson St., Mt. Clemens,
Mich. 48043. Phone; 791-5114.
Average player of college age desiring FTF oppo
nents for D-Day, 1914. B of Bulge. Sonny Kwok,
School of Physics, Univ. of Minn.. Minneapolis,
Minn. 55455.
Average pl"yer of college age desiring PBM
:)pponents for France 40. 1914. D·Day, W-loo,
Bulge. David Minke, 407 7th St., S.E.. Min
neapolis. Minn. 55414. Phone: 335-3538.
Aver-dge player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for Blitzkrieg. Stcve Martin, 7432
Bloomington 51., Richfield, Minn. 55423. Phone;
866-6850.
Aver:lge player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
nenlS for AH ~mcs. Also seek members for
SICL. Allan L. Edsell, [[, 4309 Scovel Rd_. ApL
9, Pascagoula, Miss. 39567. Phone: 769-883!.
Average player of college age desiring FTF oppo
nenlS ror all AH games. Am forming local FTF
club. David Varner, 2256 N. National Ave.,
Springficld. Mo. 65803. Phone; 417·865-3426.
Anxious to purchase Bismarck to complete collec
tion of AH games. K~nncth Koch, 2715 13
Laclede Sta. Rd., St. Louis. Mo. 63143. Phone:
314-644-1657.
Average player of adult age desiring FTF ond/or
rBM oppontnts ror Bulge, i\K, S-grad, D·Day,
Midway. Will trade or sell games. J,llnes Staudt.
8808 Iroquois St., St. Louis. r-,'lo. 63132. Phone:
991-2166.

Average player of high school nee desiring FTF
OI)pOnents for all AH WWII campaign games. Also
seek members ror forming area club. Jeff Harring
ton. 122 Dearborn Ext., Portsmouth. N. H.
03801. I>hone: 436-3243.
Novice player of high school age desiring FTF
opponenls for 311 AH games and chess. and PBM
for AI{ and S-grad. Will tr:lde or sell games. Ken
Potts. 1223 Glen ierraee, G[assboro, N. J. 08028.
Phone: 589-1571.
A\'eragc player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for Gettysburg. Roberl T. Ingog[ia. 37
Kansas St., Hackensack, N. J. 07601. Phone:
489-0487.
Average player of adult ase desiring PBM oppo
nents for S-grad, D-Day, Bulge, W-loo. and AK.
John J. Kane, 5K Colonial Hill Garden Apts.,
Little F:llls, N. J.
Avernge p1:lyer of adult age desiring PBM oppo
nents for Bulge, D-Day. Eric Estes. 530 Oct"via
Place, Lyndhurst. N_ J. 07071. Phone: 933-1849.
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Expert player of Jr. high school desiring PBM
opponents for Gettysburg, D·Day, Jutland. Joe
Kimple, Fletcher Place, Madison. N. J. 07940.
Phone: 201-377-1997.
Average player of college age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for D-Day, Blitz. K-spiel and
opponent's games. Peter Adair, 13 Edgewood
Rd., Skyline L1kes. Wanaque, N. J_ 07465.
Phone: 839-6745.
Avcrage player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
nents for all AH games. except K-spiel. Will trade
or sell g'lI11es. Jim Murphy, 149 Edg:lr St.,
Weehawken, N. J. 07087. Phone: 201-863-7518.
Pacifist novice adult desiring PEM opponents for
Blitz, Tactics II, Panzer. Tom Andersoll. 2386
Ryer Ave.. Bronx, N. Y. 10458. Phone:
96(}'68 I 5.
AverJge pl:lyer of ildult age desiring FTF and/or
I'BM opponents for AH games. Stephen Geisinger,
120 Galc Pl:lee, Bronx, N. Y. 10463. Phone:
884-1286_
Average pGyer or college age desiring !--IF oppo
nents for Fr:lnce 1940. W·loo. and others.
Thomas Hilton. 251 74th SI.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
11209. Phone: Te 6-0830.
Novice player of junior high school age desiring
PRM opponents for Panzerblitz. Bill Krol, 18
Spur une. Centereach. N. Y. 11720. Phone;
516-588-2059.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
and/or rBM opponents for Anzio. AK, and 1914.
Will trndc or sell games. Robert Sehatzlein. 123
Kensington Rd., Gorden City. N. Y. 11530.
Phone: I'i 1-6206
Expert playcr of high school age desiring I'BM
opponents for Panzerblitz. Vincent Ettari, 106 S.
Washington Ave., Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530, Phone:
428-0614.
Would owner of Cllnn-ville games please contact
me. Need gamt board or photocopy of samc.
Scott Salvie. 35 Blueberry Rd .. Liverpool, N. Y.
13088. Phone: 315-652-3128.
Experl I)layer ol adult age desiring F I F and/or
pBM opponents for S·grad_ D-Day. and all AH
games.. Will buy games. ~13nin Reed, 341 Beebe
Rd., Mineola. L.I., N. Y. 11501. Phone:
516-747-0335.
A\'erage player of high school age desiring FTF or
PBM opponents for France -40. Kevin Heagcrty,
63 Morningside Dr., Ossining, N. Y. 10562.
Phone: 941-4825.
Average player of 3dult age desiring FTF oppo
nents for L-waffe, D-Day, G-eanal, Bulge. S-grad,
AK. Eugene Kubik, 310 Reynolds Rd., Johnson
City. N. Y. 13790. Phone: 729-6714.

Average high school age player deSIring FTF
opponents for ony warga me, or PBt\l for G-eanal,
S'grad (Gcrman). Also seek members for my
gamemaster union (list games you will walch
over), players who w,mt their name and address
in Mr. McAlister's FTF Directory. Sluart Schoen
berger, 240 Stephen SI., N. Belhnore. N. Y
11710. Phone: Ca 1-3976.
Novice player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for D-Day. S-grad. 1914_ France '40.
and P-blitz. Will trade or sell K·spiel. Michael
Horn. 153 AUilea Rd., Rochester. N. Y. 14620.
Phone; 271-0204.
Expert pl3yer of :ldult age deSiring FTF oppo
nents for most AH games. Will sell K-spiel 10
highest biddl'r. Bill Mitchell, 365 Durnan St..
Rochester. N. Y. 14621. Phonc: 467-1007.
A\'Crage player of high school age desiring FTF
and/or PBM opponents for G-eanaJ. G-burg. 1914_
Midway. AK. Bismarck, Bulge, I'-blitz, L-w<lffe.
Jutland. Also seck members for Ocr SlUtlg3rt
Empire (fourth Reich) Communisls and Fascists.
Will buy or sell games. David Staples, R.R. I,
Box 120. Fargo, N. D. 58102. Phone: 282-4358.
Expert player ot adult age desiring FIF oppo
nents for Origins, P-blitz, L-waffc, FI'anee '40.
Will trade or sell games. Pfc. Howard W. Newby,
228-78-6320, HHC 2bnlabnl, 505tl1 inf rcgt" Fort
Bragg, N. C. 28307. Phone: 396-2026.
Average player ot junior high school age desiring
FfF opponents for D-Day, P-blitz, Midway. Bis
marck, Origins, S-grad. Stephen Thorp, 3 Hunt
SI., Fort Brags, N. C. 28307. Phone; 396-8342.
A\'erage player of college age desiring !--'IF 0l)po
nents for P-blitz. Wish to join club. Robert
Stalnaker, 201 E. Wilbeth Rd.. Akron, Ohio
44301. Phone: 724-2905.
For sale: JUII:lnd. very good condition. 55.50:
V-Boat, very good condition. 55.00. (Both for
510.00.) Units have code numbers wrilten on
bottom side. I will P3Y postage. Ron Dietz. 1335
Concord Ave. S.W.. Canton. Ohio 44710.
Expert player of college age desiring PI3M oppo
nenlS for 1914 (French) and P-blitz. Will trade or
sell games.. Richard Lambert, 1156 Neil Ave..
Columbus Ohio 43201. Phone; 294-3064.
Expert player of high school nge desiring ITF
and/or PBM opponents for Bulge. Also seek
members for club in Cleveland-Akron area
Thomas Hnnnnfor, Jr.. Box 402, l'ludson, Ohio
44236. Phone; 216-653-6323.
Average player of junior high school age desiring
FTF opponents for France '40. S-gr:td. P·blitz,
Blitz. Will trode or sell games. Wietze de Vries.
722 l3erlyl Dr.. Kent. Ohio 44240. Phone;
216-678-0957.
Novice player of high school age desiring FTF
and/or I'I3M opponenlS for Waterloo. Robert
Thornsberry. R.R. 2. Lewisburg. Ohio 45338.
Phone: 962-2214.
Expert player of high school ase desiring FTF
opponents for Origins, 5-grad. France '40. Mid·
way. Jutland. Also seek members for Seols
Guards.. Will trade or sell D-Day and Anl.io. Lynn
Mercer. Rt. 2. Marietta. Ohio 45750. Phone:
373-5165.
Expert player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for Anzio 111, Bulge. S-grad. P-blitz.
Tom Voytovieh. 15117 Hill Dr., Novelty. Ohio
44072.
Average player of college age desiring r-fF oppo·
nents for any wargame. Mark D. Hefty, 222
Central Pkwy, S.E., Wnrren, Ohio 44483. Phone:
392·6832.
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Average player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
nents for all games. Also seek members for a
central Okla. miniatures club. William Woods. 941
Barkley Circle, Norman, Okla. 73069.
Ayerage player of college age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for Blitz, P-blilz. Steve Griffin,
814 Modclle St., Clinlon, Okla. 73601.
Novice player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for B-krieg, Bulge. Will trade or buy
games. Daniel Kr:lsner, Berwyn Ave., Berwyn, Pa.
19312. Phone: 647-1527.
Average pl,lyer of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for IllOst AH games. Also seek mem
bers for Wilkes-B~lrre area club. Tim Sawyer.
Crestview Dr., D"llas, Pa. 18612. Phone:
675-1637.
Average player of adult age desiring FrF oppo
nents for AH games. Richard Arras, 400 E. Street
Rd., Apt. 19, Feaslerville. Pa. 19047. Phone:
355-5486.
Average player of adull age desiring PBM oppo
nents for 1914 and Anzio. Ssg!. James A. Quick.
1351 Meadowcreek une, uneasier. I'a. 17603.
Phone: 393-4940.
A\'erage player of college 3ge desiring FfF oppo
nents for 5-grad. L-waffe. D-Day. AK, and S & T
games. Also scek members for Das KriegspieJcr.
Denny Culhane, 64 Manny Dr.. Middletown. Pa.
17057.939-5640.
Average player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
nents for M-way, W-Ioo, G-burg. Tactics. Bruce
Allan Brinser, 406 fo,'leadowview Lane. Phoenix
ville, Pa. 19460. Phone: 215-935-1293.
Average pbyer of adult age desiring FTI-' and/or
PBM opponents for all AH wargarnes. John
Cra.wford, 10835 Ae:ldemy Rd., Phil:ldelphia, Pa.
19154. Phone: Ne 2-5814
Average pillyer or high school age desiring FTF
and/or I'BM opponents for AK. Bulge, I'-blitz,
5-gr<ld, Anzio. 1914. Also scek members for any
local club. Will Irade and sell gamcs. Gene Riccio,
1455 Anthony Wayne Dr.. Wayne, Pa. 19087.
Phone; Mil 8-0380.
Average player of adult age desiring FfF oppo
nents for all AH games. Also seek members 10
organize a club. Gregory A. Smilh, 3009 Hope
A..-e.. Columbia, S. C. 29205. Phone; 253-7953.
Average player of college age desinng "IF and
PBM opponcnts for Fr3nce '40 and P·blit7_ James
E. Mcinnis. Jr.. 1611 Laurel Ave.. Api. 224.
KnOH'ille, Tenn. 37916. Phone: 546-2298.
Average player desiring FfF opponcnts for p.
blitz. Bulge. l3Iitl., AI{. Jutland. and France '40.
Also scek info. on W<lrgame clubs in Memphis.
Frank Brown, 5883 Carlo Court. Memphis, Tenn.
38138. Phone; 684-7239.
Aver:lge pbyer of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for 1914, B of B, P-blitz. Diplomacy.
Midway, K-spiel. L-walTe, Anzio, Guadaleanal.
Also seek members for Memphis area club. Don
Grecn. 4475 Tanbark St., Memphis. Tenn. 38128.
Phone: 386-8590.
Aver<lge player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for Bulge and chess. Blake R'ldetsky.
8210 Daleview St., Austin. Texas 78758. Phone:
465-5648.
Average player or college age desiring FTF oppo
nents for Bulge, D-Day. Blitz. Also seek members
for EI Paso Wargamers. Brian Humphreys_ 3012
Flax St .. EI P3SO, Texas 79925. Phone; 591·5029.
Average player desiring FTF opponents for 37
AH games.. Also seek members for EI P:lSO
Wargamers. Robert Olimski, 3804 Quill Ct., EI
Paso, Tex:ls 79904. Phone: 751-3314.
Expert player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for 1914, Blitz. D-Day and chess. Will
trade or scll gallles.. Larry Wessels. 10423 Lon
donderry St., Houston. Texas 77043. Phone:
468-3843.
Average player or high school age desiring I'BM
opponents for Blitz. I'-blitz, G-burg, 1914, AK
and D-Dny. Also seek to join club. Will buy
games. Stuart ~hlcl'hel'son. 3 Parksidc Dr.,
Montpelier. VI. 05602. Phone: 802-223-6775.
Average player of high school age desiring only
PBM opponents for 1914 (not reviSion) Tourna·
menl. Warren Gamer. 3170 N. Pollard 51.. Arling·
ton. Va. 22207. I'hone: 524-9479
Expert player 01 adult age desiring FTF and/ol
PBM opponents for all AH games. Also scek
members for new club. Douglass MacPherson
5110 S. 8th Rd.. Arlington, Va. 22204. Phone:
671-0471.
Aver:lge player of adult age desiring FTF and/or
PB;\l opponents for Blitzkrieg. Edward Robinson.
4203 S. 13th St .. No. 21. Arlington. Va. 22204.
Phone: 979·6741.
Novil'C pbyer or adult :lgc desiring FTF oppo
nents for W-loo. D-Day. Bulge. AK. V. P. Phillips.
Jr., 7 Oxford Terrace, Hampton. Va. 23361.
Phone: 722-4419.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF or
PBM opponcnts for AK. Bulge. France '40.
L-waffe, Blitz, Origins. G-canal, D·Day. Will trade
or sell g:lI11es. DOll Stimson. 7934 Carrleigh
Pkwy., Springfield. Va. 22152. Phone: 451-7993.
Average player of high school :lge desiring POM
opponents for W-loo. 1914. P-blitz. Mark Waliscr.
403 W. ComSloek St .. ScoUle. Washington 98119.
Phone: At 3-7928.
Expert player of college age desirins "''IF oppo
nents for Diplomacy. France -40, 5-gr:ld. Bulge,
AK. etc. Chris Marshall, N. 13516 Pillsburg SI..
Spokane, Wash. 99218. Phone: Hu 7-3081.
We are a club of high school and adult ages
desiring FfF and/or POM opponents for B·krieg
and P·bli!z. Have kits for bolh. Pete Frankwicz.
Rt. I. Box 153, H:lrlford. Wis. 530::!7. Phone:
414-673-3351.
Expert player of adult age desiring FfF :lnd/or
PBM opponents for Panzerblitz. Will buy BU[gl'.
S-grad_ and L-waffc. Robert Kunz. 922 High St..
Madison. Wis.. 53715. Phone: 608-~51-2677.

Will trade or sell games. Richard Gorski. 7409 W.
Burdick Ave.. Milw:lukcc. Wis. 53219. Phone:
541-8664
Novice player of adult oge desiring FTF and/or
I'BM opponents ror Frailec '40 and B-krieg. Tom
Hurst. 753 W. M,lin St .. Whitenwater. Wis. 53190.
I'hone; 473-3721.


